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THE LOVE AT STAKE SERIES
Cast of Characters
(Warning—if you have not read books 1-14, this list could contain spoilers)

I. THE GOOD GUYS
A. Employees of Romatech Industries (White Plains, NY)
Usually about 200 employees work during the day, about 50 employees at night.

1. Roman Draganesti (Vamp and hero of How to Marry a Millionaire
Vampire, Book 1)
1461 – Born in Romania (in 2005, he’s 544 years old)
2 older brothers, 1 younger sister who died at age 2.
Mother (Sofia) died when he was four.
1466 –Age 5. Given to a monastery, befriended by healer, Father Constantine.
1479 – Age 18. Becomes a monk and traveling healer.
1491 – Age 30. Transformed into a vampire by Casimir and his evil gang.
(in 2005, he’s been a vampire for 514 years)
1492—Rebels against Casimir. Casimir destroys the monastery and murders the monks.
Roman leaves and begins transforming dying soldiers.
1513—Transforms Jean-Luc Echarpe August 17, 1513 at the Battle of the Spurs.
1513—Transforms Angus MacKay September 9, 1513 at Flodden Field.
1542-- Transforms Connor Buchanan November 25, 1542 at the Battle of Solway Moss.
1710 – Great Vampire War of 1710. Roman’s army battles Casimir and his followers.
1862 – Involved with young, British debutante (Eliza) in London, flees to NYC.
1950 – Elected coven master of East Coast Vampires (term to last 100 years). Lives in a fivestory townhouse on the Upper East Side. Starts the Secret Santa Pact.
1982 – Starts Romatech Industries in White Plains, NY, CEO.
1987 – Introduces synthetic cloned blood. Starts the Annual Spring Conference and Gala
Opening Ball.
2003-- Introduces Vampire Fusion Cuisine, beginning with Chocolood. Opens up more
Romatechs—in Ohio, Texas, Colorado, and California.
2005 –Introduces Bubbly Blood and Blood Lite, discovers formula to stay awake during the day.
2005 –(May) Meets Shanna Whelan. Uses Stay-Awake drug to rescue Laszlo and ages 1 year.
2005--(June) Marries Shanna and moves to White Plains.
2006--(Early March) introduces another Fusion Cuisine drink, Blissky.
2006--(March 24th) His son, Constantine, is born. Roman uses the Stay-Awake drug for one
week to help Shanna with the baby and ages 7 more years. Now looks 38 years old with a
little gray at the temples.
2007--Introduces new Fusion Cuisine drink, Bleer. In December, he discovers his son
Constantine can teleport.
2008--(May 16th) Daughter Sofia is born.
2008—(August) Participates in the Battle of South Dakota to help free Robby from the
Malcontents.
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2008-- (last week of August and first half of September) vacations with his family at his villa on
Patmos (also keeping an eye on Robby)
2009—(June) Participates in Battle of Kansas City against Casimir and Otis Crump.
2010 – (March 24) Meets Shanna’s sister, Caitlyn, at Constantine’s 4th birthday party
2010 – (April) Fights in Battle of San Francisco to rescue Carlos and Caitlyn. Develops a
formula to help Caitlyn transition into becoming a were-panther.
2011—(April) Transforms Shanna, fights in Battle of Oklahoma City where he transforms Sean
Whelan and fights in final Battle at Mount Rushmore where Father Andrew dies in his
arms.
2011—(May) meets with Sean Whelan and other Coven Masters to deal with the video that
reveals the vampire secret. Chooses Gregori to represent Vamps to the government.
2011—(June) goes to Phil’s cabin in Wyoming with Zoltan, Gregori, and Vanda to rescue
Phineas and Jack. Later, he returns to the cabin to take care of Phineas after he suffers a
were-wolf bite.
2011—(July) He and Shanna hire Elsa and her television show to renovate a house close to
Dragon Nest Academy.
2012—(October) At a birthday party for children at Romatech, he helps convince Dr. Leah Chin
that vampires are real. Asks her to help turn Master Han’s super soldiers back to normal..
A scientist, Roman has black shoulder-length hair and golden-brown eyes. He owns a five-story
Upper East Side Manhattan townhouse and another home in White Plains. His favorite blood
type is Type A Positive. He curses, saying “God’s blood,” which was a common curse in
medieval times.
2. Radinka Holstein (Mortal)
A psychic, grew up in Eastern Europe, now known as the Czech Republic.
1990—her husband dies of cancer, leaving her with huge medical bills. She takes a job at
Romatech, working the nightshift as Roman’s personal assistant.
1993—her son Gregori comes to Romatech to pick her up and is attacked. She begs Roman to
transform him.
2005—becomes Shanna’s personal assistant, then later nanny to their children.
2010—(March) persuades her son to take Caitlyn on a date to make Carlos jealous.
2011—(May) meets Abigail Tucker and knows she’s the one for Gregori.
Radinka speaks with an accent, has black hair with a silver streak from the left temple, hair
gathered in a bun at the nape of her neck. Loves designer suits and purses. Loves children and
wants grandchildren.

3. Gregori Holstein (Vamp and hero of The Sexiest Vampire Alive, Book 11)
1964—born, son of Radinka and Heinrich Holstein.
1982— age 18, goes to Yale
1987—age 23, graduates from Yale with business degree and starts work on his MBA
1988—age 24, learns his father is dying from bone cancer, leaves Yale and MBA to spend time
with his dad and get a job to help with expenses.
1990-- age 26, his father dies from cancer, and he stays with his mom. Continues to work parttime and works slowly on Masters degree at NYU while helping his mom pay off
medical bills. They share one car.
1993—age 29, finishes his MBA. One night while picking up his mom at Romatech, he is
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attacked by Ivan Petrovksy (Russian vampire). Roman transforms him in the parking lot.
1993—takes a job at Romatech
1995—becomes Vice President of Marketing
2000—When DVN goes on air, he makes commercials for synthetic blood.
2003—starts making commercials for Roman’s Vampire Fusion Cuisine at DVN. Buys a condo
on the Upper West Side of Manhattan.
2005—(Spring) Talks Laszlo into making VANNA. He occasionally dates Simone, the famous
fashion model.
2005—(Summer) For the fun of it, Gregori plays the host of DVN’s first reality show. He also
makes an exercise video (Fangercise) starring Simone.
2007—(Summer) He plays the announcer for Jean-Luc’s fashion show.
2007 – (December) Participates in the Battle at DVN by filming the riot outside.
2008 – (May) He brings two VANNAs to Ian’s bachelor party.
2008 – (August) Comes up with plan to lure Casimir out of hiding by arranging Vanda to be at a
club in New Orleans while he slips the news to Corky.
2010—(end of March) takes Caitlyn Whelan on a date.
2011—(April) teaches Marielle how to disco dance. Finds the video that Corky posts on the
Internet.
2011—(May) Because he’s young, modern, and has never bitten anyone, he’s chosen to
attend meetings with the U.S President as the representative of the Vampire World.
Meets Abigail Tucker, the president’s daughter. Sent on a secret mission with her to
China. Almost dies trying to protect her from one of Master Han’s vampire lords, Lord
Ming. Convinces Abigail to marry him and work at Romatech.
2011—(June) Goes with Zoltan, Roman, and Vanda to help rescue Phineas and Jack at the cabin
in Wyoming. Kills were-wolf Kyle who tries to bite Roman.
2012—(October) Tries to help Laszlo court Leah Chin. Arranges for Laszlo and Dougal to have
makeovers at DVN. His wife, Abigail, is pregnant.
2012—(November) Accompanies Abigail to the clinic in Japan.
Gregori has thick, chestnut-colored hair and grayish green eyes. He loves disco dancing and
clubbing. Likes women in sexy dresses and high heels. He likes to dress well and party. Has
never bitten anyone for blood. Prides himself in being very good at mind control. Has learned
fencing and martial arts in order to participate in battles, but never got the chance to fight, since
Roman promised his mother that he wouldn’t allow it.
4. Laszlo Veszto (Vamp)
Hungarian, gifted chemist, inventor of VANNA, drives a green Honda Accord. Short (5’6”),
round innocent face, fiddles with buttons when nervous. Serves as Coven Secretary during
coven meetings.
1839—Born in small village in Hungary. His mother, believed to be a widow, was a seamstress.
She was so busy sewing to support herself and Laszlo that the only way he could get
attention was to pull off a button. Then she would talk to him as she sewed it back on.
1848—Age 9. He’s sent to a prestigious boarding school, paid for by a mysterious benefactor.
He doesn’t fit in well with the rich boys and becomes nervous, tugging at his buttons.
When he discovers the benefactor is actually his father and lives nearby, he becomes
more nervous, not knowing which man in the vicinity is his father.
1859—Age 20. While a student of science at the University of Vienna, he travels to Moravia to
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visit Gregor Mendel.
1865—Age 26. While searching for his father, he is attacked one night on a dark road by
vampires. Afraid that he’ll appear a monster, he gives up his search for his father. He
continues to study science and receives a Ph.D. in chemistry.
1982—goes to work at Romatech Industries with Roman Draganesti.
2005—kidnapped by Malcontents, rescued by Roman.
2012—(October) at Romatech, he tries to convince Leah Chin that vampires exist. Develops a
crush on her. Gets a makeover and new name, Laser.
2012—(Nov) Goes to clinic in Japan to help transform Han’s soldiers back to normal. Meets the
Korean shifter Gu Mina, who is a nine tailed fox.
5. Todd Spencer (Mortal)
Vice-President of Production at Romatech during the day.

B. Roman’s Ex-Harem
Roman inherited the harem when he became East Coast Coven Master in 1950. Originally ten
women, by the time of Vamps and the City (2005), it has dwindled to seven members. To
learn more about the harem, check out their stories under Deleted Scenes from Vamps and the
City, located in the Vampire World.
1. Princess Joanna (Vamp)
Born in 1246 in England. Transformed in 1270 by Baldassare of Venice. Princess is an
honorary title. Moved to the harem of the East Coast Vampires in 1950 to protest a Scotsman
(Angus MacKay) becoming the British Coven Master. In 2005, she participated in the reality
show on DVN (Digital Vampire Network). In 2007, she sold her shares of the Horny Devils
nightclub to Vanda and returned to London.
2. Maria Consuela Montemayor (Vamp)
Born in Spain in 1455. A survivor of the Spanish Inquisition. Rescued by Alfonso
Montemayor, a vampire who transformed her and married her. He was later killed in the
Great Vampire War of 1710. Maria Consuela was given refuge in the harem of the French
coven master. She transferred to the American harem of the East Coast Vampires after the
Second Great Mortal War. In 2005, she also participated in the reality show, and in 2007, she
sold her shares of the nightclub to Vanda and moved to London.
3. Miss Cora Lee Primrose (Vamp)
Born in Sumter Country, Alabama, in 1842. Was transformed on a riverboat in Mobile by
Beauregard Duprée, Coven Master from New Orleans. Beauregard was killed in duel by
vampire Colbert GrandPied (see Miscellaneous Vamps—New Orleans coven). Cora Lee fled
to New York where she joined the harem of the East Coast Vampires. In 2005, she
participated in the reality show. From 2005-2008, she worked at the Horny Devils vampire
nightclub where she was part owner. In 2008, when the nightclub was blown up, she went to
London with Pamela.

4. Darcy Newhart (heroine of Vamps and the City, Book 2)
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1973—Born in San Diego, CA, oldest of three sisters, excels in academics and sports, loves to
play beach volleyball, majors in journalism at USC, lands a job as a reporter on a local
television station.
1997--Takes a job at Local 4 News, a television station in Queens.
2001, October 31--Age 28, disappeared at the Fangs of Fortune Vampire Club in Greenwich
Village while doing a story on kids who pretend to be vampires. Attacked by
Malcontents and transformed by Connor.
2001--Becomes a member of Roman Draganesti’s harem, good friends with Vanda, Maggie, and
Gregori, works part time at Romatech.
2005--(Summer) Roman allows her to leave the harem as long as she works in the Vampire
World. She applies for a job at DVN, hoping to be a news reporter for the vampire
Nightly News. She becomes the director of the vampire world’s first reality show, The
Sexiest Man on Earth. Meets Austin Erickson who is a mortal contestant on the show.
Undergoes a medical procedure to become mortal again.
2005--(September) Marries Austin Erickson in San Diego.
2006--Darcy and Austin are working undercover in Eastern Europe for MacKay Security
and Investigation. They help rescue Angus and Emma in the Ukraine.
2008--(June) Darcy and Austin transport vampire Sigismund from Maine to New York.
2008 –(October) borrows eggs from a younger sister and becomes pregnant
2009—(June) She and Austin have a son, Matthew Connor.
2011—(April) Darcy is three months pregnant.
2011—(June) Darcy leaves MacKay S&I. She and Maggie become producers of a new reality
show on DVN—Real Housewives of the Vampire World. They interview Heather
Echarpe in Texas.
2011—(July) She and Maggie interview Lara di Venezia in Venice. She and Austin buy the
Draganesti’s house in White Plains, NY.
2011—(September) She and Maggie interview Brynley McKinney in Wyoming.
2011—(October) She and Austin have a daughter, Madelyn Marie.
Darcy has long blond hair and blue eyes.

5. Maggie O’Brian (Vamp and heroine of “A Very Vampy Christmas”
Novella from Sugarplums and Scandal, between Books 2 and 3)
1852-- Maggie’s parents emigrated from Ireland to NYC.
1865—Maggie is born Margaret Mary O’Brian. She was the eighth child of 12 children,
though only 7 of them lived past the age of 10.
1872—Age 7. Maggie took her First Communion and was given a gold cross-shaped ring.
1884—Age 19. Joined the Salvation Army and went to work in the slum brigade, preaching
repentance. She got lost by the docks and was attacked by a vampire who transformed
her. Rejected by her father, she ended up in the harem of East Coast Vampires.
2001—Maggie is influenced by new harem member, Darcy, and updates her wardrobe and
hairstyle. She becomes infatuated with DVN soap opera star Don Orlando de Corazon
and wants to be a soap opera star.
2005—(summer)Maggie becomes assistant director of DVN’s first reality show.
2005—(fall) Maggie wins a part on the soap opera show, As the Vampire Turns, playing the role
of a mortal brain surgeon, Dr. Jessica Goodwin.
2005 – (December) Maggie helps Don Orlando discover his true identity (Pierce O’Callahan),
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and they find his daughter Lucy.
2006—(Jan) Maggie and Don Orlando perform for the last time on As the Vampire Turns.
2006 – (March) Maggie and Pierce marry in Texas and live on the family ranch. She takes on the
role of Lucy’s mother.
2008—(August) Maggie and Pierce help rescue Robby MacKay at the Battle of South Dakota.
Maggie enrolls Lucy at Shanna’s school and takes a job as the drama teacher.
2011—(April) Takes over Gregori’s job as producer of the Blardonnay commercials.
2011—(June) Maggie continues to produce Blardonnay commercials, starring Phineas and
Tiffany. Maggie and Darcy become producers of a new reality show on DVN—Real
Housewives of the Vampire World. They interview Heather Echarpe in Texas.
2011—(September) Maggie and Darcy interview Brynley McKinney in Wyoming.
Maggie is short, with blue eyes and her black hair cut into a bob. When shocked, she will say,
“Sweet Mary and Joseph!”

6. Vanda Barkowski (Vamp and heroine of Forbidden Nights with a Vampire,
Book 7)
1917—Born in southern Poland in a village south of Krakow. She has one older brother, Bazyli.
She’s the oldest daughter with five younger siblings—Krystian, Stefan, Marta, Freida,
and Jozef.
1924—Marta is born.
1926—Freida is born.
1927—Jozef is born.
1935—Age 18. Her mother dies, and Vanda takes care of the family.
1939—Age 22. Germany invades Poland. Her father and brothers, including Jozef (age 12) go to
fight the Germans. Vanda flees to the Carpathian Mountains with her younger sisters,
Marta (age 15) and Freida (age 13). Freida dies. Marta is transformed by vampire
Sigismund, then she attacks Vanda who is also transformed by Sigismund. She begins
searching concentration camps for her dad and brothers. Starts rescuing prisoners and
feeding off Nazi guards, killing them. Gets involved with the underground resistance.
1941—Falls in love with mortal Karl, the leader of the underground resistance.
1942-- Jedrek Janow threatens to kill Karl if she doesn’t join the Malcontents.
1943—Karl kills a wolf that was attacking them and it changes back to human form, so they
know Jedrek is sending werewolves to kill them. Karl is eventually killed.
1944-1945—Vanda hides in caves from werewolves.
1948—Vanda joins the harem in NYC, paints horrible scenes of death and werewolves.
1949—Burns her paintings.
1950—Harem is turned over to the new Coven Master, Roman Draganesti.
2000—She develops a crush on the new day guard, Phil Jones. By now, Vanda has cut her hair
and dyed it purple, wears black or purple catsuits with a black whip for a belt, and she
sports a purple bat tattoo on the inside of her right breast.
2001—Befriends new harem member, Darcy Newhart.
2005—(summer) Participates in the reality show, uses the winnings to open the Horny Devils, a
vampire nightclub with male strippers.
2007—Vanda buys out Princess Joanna and Maria Consuela and becomes the primary owner of
Horny Devils.
2007 ---(December) Attempts to help Ian find a vamp woman to marry. Attacks DVN reporter
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Corky Courrant for insulting Ian, and the incident is broadcast on air.
2008—Vanda is sued by Corky and three ex-dancers from the Horny Devils.
2008---(July) Vanda is summoned to Coven Court and sentenced to undergo anger management.
Her sponsor is Phil Jones. The night club is blown up.
2008—(August) Takes Phil’s sister, Brynley, and a group of young werewolves to help fight in
the Battle of South Dakota. She finds the captured Robby MacKay and is reunited with
her sister Marta. She agrees to marry Phil. Phil (with help from Father Andrew) finds
Jozef at a nursing home.
2008—(September) Vanda and Phil live and work at the Dragon Nest Academy where Phil
teaches martial arts and marksmanship and Vanda teaches art. Marta works in the office.
2008—(October) Vanda and Phil are married at Romatech by Father Andrew. None of Phil’s
family attends. Marta is Maiden of Honor and Howard is Best Man.
2010—(March 24) Vanda, Phil, and Marta attend Constantine’s birthday party and she meets
Caitlyn.
2011—(April) Vanda, Marta, and Brynley watch over Marielle at the hunting cabin.
2011—(June) Suggests Phineas take Brynley on his mission to Wyoming. Teleports to Phil’s
cabin with Zoltan and Roman to rescue Jack and Phineas.
Vanda’s hair is naturally a dark reddish brown. She has gray eyes.

7. Lady Pamela Smythe-Worthing (Vamp and heroine of ‘V is for
VampWoman novella from Vampires Gone Wild, between Books 13 and 14)
1796--Born in England.
1814—Age 18. Marries vampire viscount Maximilian Smythe-Worthing who transforms her.
After her father stakes her husband, she joins the harem of the British Coven Master. She
moves to New York during the Second Great Mortal War and joins the harem of the East
Coast Coven.
2005--She participates in the reality show on DVN.
2005-2008, she works at the Horny Devils vampire nightclub where she is part owner.
2008 (July) --When the nightclub is blown up, she returns to London.
2012—(April) Pamela dons a mask and cape to become superhero, VampWoman. Her utility
belt contains hand grenades she bought on E-bay. She joins missions (without
permission) against the Malcontents in Eastern Europe. Runs into Russian vampire
Mikhail, and they fall in love. She is hired by MacKay S&I to work in Moscow with
Mikhail.
Pamela has long blond hair and unusual lavender blue eyes.

C. Employees of MacKay Security and Investigation (London,
Edinburgh)
All daytime security guards wear khaki pants and navy Polo shirts.

1. Angus Alexander MacKay (Vamp and hero of Be Still My Vampire Heart,
Book 3)
1480—Born in Scotland (in 2006, he’s 526 years old).
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1494—First battle at age of 14. Bears a scar from a war injury.
1502—Age 22. He marries. He and his wife will have three children.
1513—Age 33. Changed into a vampire by Roman at Flodden Field. Rejected by his wife.
Becomes an ally and close friend to Roman.
1542--Transforms Ian MacPhie at the Battle of Solway Moss.
1710—Serves as the General in Roman’s army, raised to defeat Casimir in the Great
Vampire War of 1710.
1746 – Transforms his last group of vampires at Culloden, including his descendant
Robby MacKay.
1927—Begins his company based in London and Edinburgh--MacKay Security and
Investigation.
1944—Rescues soldiers during WWII, is knighted by the queen.
1950 – Elected Coven Master of British vampires (term to last 100 years).
2005—(June) Walks Shanna Whelan down the aisle when she weds Roman.
2006—(March) He’s been a vampire 493 years. Meets Emma Wallace on St. Patrick’s Day.
Hires Phineas McKinney.
2006—(June) Marries Emma in New York. He and Emma are named godparents for
Roman’s son, Constantine.
2007—Searching for Casimir in Russia and Eastern Europe.
2007—(December) Hires Carlos, the were-panther and agrees to fund his expeditions.
2008—(August) In charge of Vamp army at the Battle of South Dakota, helps rescue his
descendant Robby MacKay. Insists Robby take a vacation.
2009—(June) Leads Vamps in Battle of Kansas of City against Casimir and Otis Crump.
Hires former FBI agent, J.L. Wang.
2010 – (March 24) Meets Shanna’s sister, Caitlyn, at Constantine’s 4th birthday party. He and
Emma hire her to work for MacKay S&I.
2010—(April) Sends Carlos and Caitlyn on an expedition to Thailand, teleports there and
transforms Marine Major Russell Ryan Hankelburg. Fights in Battle of San Francisco to
rescue Carlos and Caitlyn. Hires Rajiv, the were-tiger.
2011—(April) Leads Vamps in Battle of Oklahoma City and the Battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(May) Along with other Coven Masters, he selects Gregori to represent Vamps to U.S.
government. Helps Gregori prepare the mission to China. He, Robby, and Kyo remain on
standby in Japan. Calls nearby Vamps to help mount a rescue and do battle at Master
Han’s compound.
2011—(June) Assigns employees to hunt for Corky Courrant. He leads the team hunting for her
in Russia. Comes back to U.S. to prepare for battle in Montana.
2011-(July) Angry at Howard for not returning from his vacation in Alaska. Sends Dougal and
Phil to hunt him down.
2012—(April) Hires Lady Pamela to work in Moscow with Mikhail.
2012—(October, November) Transfers Dougal to Head of Security at Romatech. Sets up clinic
in Japan to change Master Han’s soldiers back to normal. Participates in Battle in China to
rescue Leah.
Angus has long, dark auburn hair and green eyes. He dresses in a kilt of the MacKay tartan
(green and blue plaid) which he sometimes lifts after teleporting to make sure he hasn’t lost
anything. Favorite curse words—“the devil take it” and “bugger.” Wears a claymore on his
back.
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2. Ewan Grant (Vamp)
1705—Born in Scotland.
1746—Transformed after the Battle of Culloden by Angus MacKay.
1935—Began working for MacKay Security and Investigation.
2005—Poisoned by Galina (using Nightshade) and murdered by Ivan Petrovksy while guarding
Laszlo at Romatech. RIP
3. Pierre (Mortal)
Pierre is from Paris, works on Jean-Luc Echarpe’s daytime security team, and accompanies him
to Texas in the summer of 2007. He dies from a car bomb planted by Jean-Luc’s enemy, Lui.
Jean-Luc names his son Jean-Pierre to honor his memory. RIP

4. Ian David MacPhie (Vamp and hero of All I Want for Christmas is a
Vampire, Book 5)
1527—Born in Scotland.
1542-- Age 15. Transformed by Angus at battle of Solway Moss. Tries to go back home,
but his mother demands that he leave so he won’t attack his younger siblings.
Relies on his grandfather and inherits a small castle from him.
1913—Buys his first car, a Rolls-Royce.
1938—Buys a Bentley.
1955—Began working for MacKay Security and Investigation, assigned to Connor’s
security team at Romatech. Also guarded the harem.
1959—Buys a Morgan.
1969—Buys a MGB Roadster.
2005—Buys an Aston Martin.
2005—Accepts job of discovering the true identity of Don Orlando de Corazon.
2006—(March) Travels to the Ukraine to help save Angus and Emma.
2007—(Summer) Transfers to Texas to help guard Jean-Luc Echarpe. Volunteers to take
the Stay-awake drug which will cause him to age. He takes it 12 days and ages 12
years, so that he now looks 27. He’s grown to 6’2” and his feet grew from size 9
to size 13. He’s sent on a long vacation to recover from the painful ordeal. In
2007, he’s 480 years old.
2007—(December) Returns to NYC to become head of security at Romatech. Decides to
find a vampire wife and elicits help from his friend Vanda. Meets the new day guard,
Toni Davis.
2007—(December) Battle at DVN. Ian and Toni kill Malcontent leader, Jedrek Janow.
2008—(May) Ian’s bachelor party at the Plaza hotel.
2008—(May) Ian marries Toni Davis. They leave for a three-month long honeymoon.
2008—(August) Returns to help rescue Robby MacKay at the Battle of South Dakota.
2008—(end of August) Ian takes on job as head of security at Dragon Nest Academy while Toni
runs the school.
2008—(October) He and Toni vacation at Roman’s villa on Patmos (and watch over Robby).
2009—(June) Participates in Battle of Kansas City against Casimir and Otis Crump.
2010 – (March 24) Meets Shanna’s sister, Caitlyn, at Constantine’s 4th birthday party. He
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punches Carlos in the face.
2010 – (April) Fights in Battle of San Francisco to rescue Carlos and Caitlyn.
2011—(April) Meets Marielle at the hunting cabin, announces that he and Toni are expecting a
child, fights in Battle of Oklahoma City and in the Battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) Assists a team in Europe, hunting for Corky Courrant. Comes back to U.S. for
the Were-wolf battle of Montana.
2011—(July) Goes to Alaska with Howard, Phil, and Dougal for Harry’s funeral.
2011 –(September) Daughter Tara Jean is born.
2012—(October) Attends birthday party for his daughter and two other children at Romatech.
2012—(November) Goes to clinic in Japan and helps fight battles against Master Han.
Ian has black, curly hair and turquoise blue eyes. His kilt boasts the red and green MacPhie
tartan. He’s very adept at sneaking into places like the CIA headquarters at Langley. He owns a
small castle in Scotland and likes to collect antique cars. His favorite flavor of blood is Type AB
Positive, the same as Toni’s blood. When upset, he’ll say “bloody hell.”

5. Toni Davis (Mortal and heroine of All I Want for Christmas is a Vampire,
Book 5)
1983--Born Daytona Lynn Davis, the illegitimate daughter of racetrack groupie mom and a
mechanic, conceived at the Daytona 500 racetrack. Abandoned by her mother, Toni was
raised by her grandmother in rural Alabama. No computer, just a rotary dial telephone
and television with four channels and no remote.
1996--Age 13. Toni’s grandmother dies, and Toni feels some guilt since she neglected to check
on the grandmother before going to school. By now, Toni’s mother has married and has
other children, but Toni isn’t welcomed there. She’s sent to a boarding school in
Charleston.
1997--Age 14. She becomes best friends with new student, SabrinaVanderwerth, an orphan who
will inherit 85 million. They plan to open an orphanage where children will be loved and
not turned away.
2001--Age 18. Student at NYU.
2005—(May) Earns a bachelor’s degree in general business. Begins a master’s degree in
sociology while Sabrina studies education.
2005—(September) Becomes friends with next-door neighbor Carlos who teaches her martial
arts.
2007--(Fall) Friend Sabrina (age 23) is attacked by vampires in Central Park and put into
Shady Oaks Psychiatric hospital by her aunt and uncle who want her money. Toni seeks
the truth and is also attacked in Central Park. She’s rescued by Connor, then takes on a
job as day guard to find proof that vampires exist and save her friend. She’s the first
female mortal guard hired by MacKay S&I.
2007--(December) Age 24. Meets Ian MacPhie. With Ian’s help, she rescues Sabrina. At the
Battle of DVN, she defies Jedrek Janow’s mind control and kills him. She is almost killed
by Malcontent Nadia. A transfusion of Ian’s vampire blood, along with Constantine’s
healing powers, save her. With Vamp blood, she is stronger than a normal mortal.
2007--(Christmas Eve) Ian proposes marriage, and she accepts.
2008--(May) Toni marries Ian in NYC. Lara Boucher crashes the wedding and is caught
by usher Robby.
2008--(August) She and Ian return from honeymoon to fight in the Battle of South Dakota.
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2008—(end of August) Ian takes on job as head of security at Dragon Nest Academy while Toni
runs the school. Phil moves in with the Lost Boys in September.
2008—(October) Toni and Ian vacation at Roman’s villa on Patmos (and watch over Robby).
2010 – (March 24) At Constantine’s 4th birthday party, Toni slaps Carlos in the face.
2010—(end of March) She helps Carlos with Caitlyn’s training.
2011—(April) Age 28. Toni and Ian are expecting a child.
2011—(June) She and Vanda suggest Phineas take Brynley with him to Wyoming.
2011—(September) Baby girl, Tara Jean, is born.
Toni has blond hair and green eyes. She runs Shanna’s school while Teddy becomes headmaster.

6. Giacomo (Jack) di Venezia (Vamp and hero of Secret Life of a Vampire,
Book 6)
1791—Born Henrik Giacomo Sokolav in Bohemia, the illegitimate son of Giacomo Casanova
and the wife of local landowner, Sokolav. Jack learns Italian from his father who is the
librarian at the castle, and he learns Czech from his nanny, Nana Helga.
1798—Age 7. His father dies, and Jack is shipped off to Venice to be raised by an uncle. His
tutor is Father Giovanni who teaches Jack to read with Dante’s Divine Comedy, starting
with Inferno. The priest knew Jack was the son of Casanova, so he was trying to scare
him into being a good boy.
1803—Age 12. Reads the papers he inherited from his father and learns his father had the pox
and had searched for a cure. Casanova had asked Jean-Luc Echarpe in Paris for the secret
of a long, healthy life and was refused. His studies took him to Transylvania where he
heard rumors of those who had eternal life. He took a job in nearby Bohemia and seduces
Jack’s mother who later dies in an insane asylum.
1809—Age 18. Jack fears he may have inherited the pox and decides to become a monk. He first
goes to the university in Padua.
1815—Age 24. Jack falls in love with Beatrice. He decides to use his father’s notes to find a cure
in case he has the pox.
1816—Age 25. Jack is attacked one night in Transylvania by three vampire women who think
he’ll be a great lover since he’s a Casanova. After a few months, they throw him out. He
goes to Paris to learn how to a vampire from Jean-Luc.
1817—Returns to Venice and Beatrice, but learns she died a month earlier from typhoid.
1820—Returns to Paris to go to Jean-Luc’s fencing academy and meets Robby MacKay who is
assigned to him as a sparring partner. They become good friends.
1927—Starts working for MacKay Security and Investigation. Stationed in Europe.
2006—He and Robby help Angus protect Emma. He travels with others to the Ukraine to rescue
Angus and Emma.
2007—(December) Participates in the Battle at DVN. Kills Yuri.
2008—(May) Hosts Ian’s bachelor party at the Plaza hotel. Meets police officer Lara Boucher.
Meets her again at Ian’s wedding. While Ian is on his honeymoon, Jack takes over as
head of security at Romatech.
2008—(June—July) Jack helps Lara solve case of missing female college students, rescues Lara
and defeats Apollo at the compound in Maine by pretending to be a Czech Malcontent
posing as the Greek god Hades.
2008—(August) He and Lara have their engagement party at Romatech. He participates in the
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Battle of South Dakota to help rescue Robby.
2009—(April) Jack’s and Lara’s wedding. Robby is Best Man and LaToya is Maiden of Honor.
2009—(June) Participates in Battle of Kansas City.
2010—(March 24) He and Lara attend Constantine’s birthday party and stay at the townhouse in
the Upper East Side. Later, they leave for a new assignment in Paris. He assists Jean-Luc
with matters concerning the office of West European Coven Master.
2010 – (April) Fights in Battle of San Francisco to rescue Carlos and Caitlyn.
2011—(April) Checks for Casimir in Maine. Fights in Battle of Oklahoma City and final Battle
at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) He and Lara go to Europe to help hunt for Corky, then go to Wyoming to assist
Phineas and Brynley. He and Phineas are both shot with Nightshade. He participates in
the Were-wolf battle of Montana.
2012—(April) Helps Zoltan deal with Malcontent human traffickers in Eastern Europe. His wife,
Lara, is pregnant.
2012—(November) Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah.
Jack is a sharp dresser, has dark hair and golden brown eyes, and owns a palazzo in Venice.
When surprised, he’ll say, “Santo cielo.” When upset, he’ll say “merda,” or “nine circles of
hell.”

7. Phil Jones (Shifter and hero of Forbidden Nights with a Vampire, Book 7)
1981—Born Philupus Jones on March 3rd, named after the ancient Philupus tribe in Wales who
shifted into wolves. (The Philupus tribe was named by the Romans for those who loved
wolves). Twin sister is Brynley. Younger twins are Howell and Glynis. Their father is the
Supreme Pack Master over Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. The family is directly
descended from a line of ancient Welsh royalty. Phil is considered a Prince and Heir
Apparent, but since werewolves can live to be five hundreds of years old, it could be
centuries before he inherits.
1991-- Age 10. Betrothed to Diana, age 2, daughter of the Utah Pack Master.
1994-- Age 13. At the onset of puberty, Phil shifts for the first time.
1999—Age 18. Given a hunting cabin in Wyoming as a birthday present. Hi mother dies from
lung cancer. He clashes with his father, he’s disowned and banished from the wolf pack
in Montana. Goes to NYC and becomes a poor, starving student.
2000—Age 19. Starts working for MacKay S&I. Works as a day guard at Roman’s townhouse
during the day, guarding Roman, the harem, the Vamp guards who sleep in the basement,
and any visiting Vamps. He finishes his college degree in animal psychology by taking
night classes. His supervisor is Howard Barr. He develops a crush on harem member
Vanda Barkowski, but follows the rule of non-involvement because he needs his job and
he assumes she’s playing with him out of boredom.
2005—(summer) The harem leaves Roman’s house.
2007—(summer) Age 26. Transferred to Texas to help protect Jean-Luc and Heather from Lui.
His secret (that he’s a werewolf) is revealed. Bites the Texan sheriff, Billy, in order to
protect Heather.
2008—Age 27. Visits a Navajo friend in New Mexico who helps him acquire Alpha status.
He’s the first werewolf to become an Alpha wolf without the assistance of a wolf pack.
2008—(June-July) Returns to NYC to help Jack track down vampire kidnapper Apollo.
Participates in the Battle at Apollo’s compound. Helps Lara kill Athena. Tries to
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keep his Alpha status a secret from the werewolves in Maine.
2008—(August) Takes on the job as Vanda’s sponsor for anger management. When he learns
she’s on Casimir’s hit list, he becomes her protector (and lover). While hiding Vanda at
his cabin in Wyoming, he discovers his sister’s Lost Boys (banished teenage
werewolves). He vows to help them become Alphas and gets them enrolled at Shanna’s
school, Dragon Nest Academy. He participates in the Battles of New Orleans and South
Dakota. He locates Vanda’s youngest brother and proposes marriage.
2008—(September) Vanda and Phil move into the Dragon Nest Academy with the Lost Boys.
Phil will teach martial arts and marksmanship and Vanda will teach art. Phil is training
the Lost Boys to be Alpha.
2008—(October) He marries Vanda at Romatech, Father Andrew presiding. Howard is his Best
Man. None of his family attends. He loses his inheritance to his 20-year-old brother,
Howell.
2009—(June) Participates in Battle of Kansas City.
2010—(March 24) Vanda, Phil, and Marta attend Constantine’s birthday party and Phil plays
basketball on the shifter team.
2011—Phil’s sister, Brynley, comes to live at the school. Phil has taught the two oldest boys to
become Alpha. They all fight in the Battles of Oklahoma City and Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) On the team with Angus and Mikhail, searching for Corky in Siberia. Comes back
to U.S. for the Were-wolf battle of Montana, confronts his father, and helps take care of
Phineas after he’s bitten.
2011—(July) Helps Howard fight Rhett and rescue Elsa. Kills werewolf Pelton, who is working
for werewolf villain, Rhett Bleddyn.
2012—(November) Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah.
Phil has thick, brown hair with red and gold highlights and pale blue eyes. As an Alpha wolf, he
can shift completely or partially at any time. (A normal werewolf can shift only on a period of
three nights around the time of a full moon. They must shift on a full moon, the other two nights
are optional). Phil could easily live for five hundred years.

8. Robert (Robby) Alexander MacKay (Vamp and hero of The Vampire and
the Virgin, Book 8)
1719—Born in Scotland. October 21st.
1742—Age 23. Marries Mavis and they have a daughter.
1746—Age 27. Transformed by great-great grandfather Angus after the battle of Culloden (April
16th). He and Dougal fought together and were dying.
1820—Attends Jean-Luc’s fencing academy in Paris, becomes Jack’s sparring partner and best
friend.
1927—Began working for MacKay Security and Investigation. Stationed in Europe.
1997-- Heads the security team guarding Jean-Luc Echarpe, stationed in Paris.
2006-- He and Jack volunteer to help Angus protect Emma. He travels with others to the
Ukraine to rescue Angus and Emma.
2007--He moves to Texas as head of security for Jean-Luc. Helps him defeat Lui.
2008--(May) Attends Ian’s bachelor party. Usher at Ian’s wedding and discovers Lara
Boucher crashing the wedding.
2008--(July) Returns to NYC to assist Jack in finding Apollo. Participates in the
Battle at Apollo’s compound in Maine.
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2008—(August) He’s captured at the Battle of New Orleans and held prisoner in South Dakota
where he’s tortured by Casimir for two nights. Rescued, but wants revenge on Casimir.
Forced to take a four-month long vacation on the island of Patmos.
2008—(end of November) He meets Olivia Sotiris
2008 – (December) He’s back at Romatech and the Christmas party, learns that Jean-Luc and
Heather are expecting, along with Austin and Darcy. Phineas encourages him not to give
up on Olivia.
2009—(January) teleports Constantine to school at Dragon Nest Academy. Olivia makes contact
with him. They begin a long-distance courtship.
2009—(April) He’s the Best Man at Jack’s and Lara’s wedding.
2009—(May) Starts an affair with Olivia
2009—(June) While hunting for Casimir, he runs into Olivia in a cornfield in Nebraska. Sean
Whelan reveals his secret. FBI agent J.L. Wang is attacked by Malcontents, and Robby
transforms him. Battle of Kansas City where Otis Crump is killed.
2009—(Mid-June) Robby and Olivia are back on Patmos and become engaged.
2009—(end of September) Robby and Olivia are married on Patmos.
2010—(March 24) They attend Constantine’s birthday party. Caitlyn hears them in the gazebo.
They are staying at the townhouse on the Upper East Side. Later, they are assigned to
Budapest to help Zoltan search for Casimir.
2010—(April) Robby teleports with Zoltan to Thailand to assist Carlos and Caitlyn. He and
Zoltan take new vamp Russell back to Budapest.
2011—(April) Sent to Kansas City and Nebraska to search for Casimir. Then he’s sent to the
hunting cabin to determine how dangerous Marielle is. Head of second team in the Battle
of Oklahoma City and the Battle at Mount Rushmore. Wife is six weeks pregnant.
2011—(May) He, Angus, and Kyo remain in Japan on standby while Gregori and his A-team go
to China. Comes to the rescue and does battle at Master Han’s compound.
2011—(June) Heads one of the teams hunting for Corky in Europe, then returns to U.S. for
Were-wolf battle of Montana.
2011—(November) Son is born, Alexander Angus.
2012—(October) Attends birthday party for children at Romatech. His son is about to turn one.
Wants to return to his old job as head of security for Jean-Luc in Texas.
2012—(November) Helps set up clinic in Japan.Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah.
Robby has long hair, dark auburn in color, and green eyes. He sometimes wears a kilt of the blue
and green MacKay tartan. Robby prides himself on always being a trustworthy and loyal friend.

9. Carlos Panterra (Shifter and hero of Eat Prey Love, Book 9)
1982—Carlos and his twin brother, Erico, are born into a were-panther tribe in the Amazon.
Their father is the tribal leader who also works as a newspaper editor in Rio de Janeiro.
Carlos and his family commute back and forth from Rio where he goes to school to the
Amazon tribal home where he shifts for the first time upon puberty (age 12). There are
two were-panther tribes about twenty miles apart.
1996-2000 – ages 14-18. He and Erico attend high school in Rio.
2000-2004—ages 18-22 Carlos and Erico attend college Become friends with Fernando Castelo,
a mortal, who learns their secret. Erico and Fernando become lovers. Fernando is a
computer technology specialist and teaches Carlos.
2005—Summer of Death. Carlos and Erico travel to the second were-panther tribe and discover
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a massacre in progress. They rescue two children, Teresa and Tiago. Carlos is killed, and
Erico takes him and the orphans to Fernando’s parents’ house. Carlos is now level 2
(second life out of nine). They report the massacre and press charges, but the villain
retaliates by slaughtering the first tribe. Carlos, Erico, and Fernando save more children-Emiliano, Raquel, and Coco. Both Carlos and Erico are fatally wounded. Their parents
and the rest of the tribe are all murdered. Fernando rescues Carlos, but fails to rescue
his lover, Erico. Carlos dies and becomes a level 3. He and Fernando become guardians
of the five orphans in Rio.
2006—(January) Carlos goes to NYC and enrolls at NYU to get a Masters degree in
Anthropology while he conducts research to try to find other were-panthers in the world.
He befriends Sabrina and Toni and teaches them martial arts.
2006—(summer) Spends it in Rio with the orphans and Fernando. Expedition to hunt for more
were-panthers in the Amazon fails. Realizes his presence is painful to Fernando so he
returns to NYC in September.
2007 – (March, spring break) expedition # 2 to Amazon fails to find any more were-panthers.
2007—(summer) expedition #3 to Malaysia to hunt for were-panthers fails.
2007—(December) Meets the Vamps. His secret is revealed in a battle at the Horny Devils
where he shifts to protect Toni. He starts working for MacKay S&I. He participates in
the Battle at DVN.
2008—(May) completes his Master’s degree.
2008—(June) Angus finances expedition # 4 to Belize and it fails.
2008—(August) Participates in the Battle of South Dakota to help free Robby from the
Malcontents.
2008-- (last two weeks November and first half of December) working vacation on Patmos to
keep an eye on Robby.
2009—(January-June) enrolls the five were-panther orphans at the Dragon Nest Academy.
Carlos works at Romatech and teaches martial arts and soccer at the academy.
2009—(June) Participates in Battle of Kansas City. Takes the orphans back to Rio to spend the
summer with Fernando.
2009—(August) Angus finances expedition # 5 to Nicaragua and it fails.
2009—(September) Carlos returns the were-panther orphans to the academy.
2010 – (March 24) Age 28. Meets Shanna’s sister, Caitlyn, at Constantine’s 4th birthday party.
Asks Angus to finance expedition to Thailand to search for more were-panthers.
2010—(end of March) trains Caitlyn in self-defense, brings Fernando from Rio to live at the
school and watch over the were-panther orphans.
2010—(April) Carlos travels to Thailand with Caitlyn and they become lovers. They discover
were-tigers and the Cave of Death. Carlos dies protecting Caitlyn in the cave, then wakes
up at level 4 (his 4th life out of nine). They discover new villain Master Han and new
Vamp, Marine Major Russell Hankelburg. Carlos, Caitlyn, and were-tiger Rajiv are
taken prisoner. Carlos is killed again in battle, then goes to level 5. They are taken to San
Francisco to awaken Master Han. They are rescued in the Battle of San Francisco. Carlos
marries Caitlyn, and she successfully transforms into a were-panther.
2011—(April) Carlos fights in Battles at Oklahoma City and Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) Participates in search for Corky in Europe and Were-wolf battle of Montana.
Father of twins—Eric and Adriana, named after his deceased brother and mother.
2011—(July) Helps Howard fight Rhett and rescue Elsa. Kills werewolf police officer Rocky,
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who is helping werewolf villain, Rhett.
2012—(November) Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah.
Carlos has long black hair and amber eyes. He sometimes wears gold studs in his ears. He drives
a black Jaguar and knows how to samba. As a were-panther, he has a total of nine lives.

10. Connor Buchanan (Vamp and hero of Vampire Mine, Book 10)
1512—Born in Scotland.
1542--Transformed by Roman at the Battle of Solway Moss (November 24, 1542). Returned
home to his pregnant wife, Fionnula, who accepted him as a vampire.
1543—He assists his wife in childbirth at night, they have a daughter. During the day, the
villagers murder his wife and baby. In a fit of rage, he murders all the men in the village.
1710—Served as a captain in Roman’s army and fought in the Great Vampire War of 1710.
1746—Transforms Dougal at Battle of Culloden, and they exchange memories.
1927—Began working for MacKay Security and Investigation.
1950—Assigned to Roman Draganesti as head of security for Romatech Industries.
2001—Transforms Darcy Newhart.
2005—Meets Shanna Whelan, rescues her from the Stake-Out team.
2006—Personal bodyguard for Roman and his family (Shanna and Constantine). Teleports Sean
Whelan to Romatech to talk to his daughter.
2007—Failed bomb attempt at Romatech, he takes Roman and his family into hiding.
2007—(December) Rescues Toni MacPhie from a Malcontent attack in Central Park and hires
her as a day guard.
2008—(August) After the Battle of New Orleans, he helps Dougal who has lost a hand.
Participates in the Battle of South Dakota to help free Robby from the Malcontents.
2008-- (last week of August and first half of September) vacations with Roman’s family on
Patmos (also keeping an eye on Robby).
2009—(June) Participates in Battle of Kansas City against Casimir and Otis Crump.
2010 – (March 24) Meets Shanna’s sister, Caitlyn, at Constantine’s 4th birthday party.
2010 – (April) Tracks down leads to find the missing Caitlyn. Fights in Battle of San Francisco
to rescue Carlos and Caitlyn.
2011—(April) Finds Marielle and takes on the role of her protector, fights in Battle of Oklahoma
City and fights in final Battle at Mount Rushmore where he kills Nadia and Casimir, but
lets out the vampire secret. He and Marielle marry.
2012—(January) Son Gabriel is born.
2012—(October) Hosts Dougal and Leah at his house in Scotland.
2012—(November) Goes to clinic in Japan to help fight Master Han and support Dougal.
Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah.
Connor has light auburn hair, smoky blue eyes, and wears a bright red and green kilt. Says
“Holy Christ Almighty,” “bull crap,” and “bugger.”

11. Phineas McKinney (Vamp and hero of Wanted: Undead or Alive, Book
12)
Aka Dr. Phang, the Love Doctor.
1983—Born in the Bronx. While still a baby, his father is sent to prison for armed robbery. He
grows up, well loved, in his grandmother’s house with his grandmother, mother, and
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great Aunt Ruth.
1991—Age 8. Gran dies. His father is released from prison and comes to live with them.
1992—Age 9. His brother Freemont is born.
1994—Age 11. His sister Felicia is born. He realizes his father is abusing his mother and aunt.
1995—Age 12. Confronts his father and is badly beaten. Starts boxing lessons.
1998—Age 15. Starts winning boxing matches. Beats up his father and throws him out.
2002—Age 19. His mother dies from AIDS. (HIV given to her by her husband). Phineas agrees
to throw a fight to get the money to pay his mother’s medical and funeral expenses.
2004—Age 21. In desperation to support his aunt and two younger siblings, he becomes a drug
dealer. Keeps it secret from his family.
2006—Age 23. Attacked and transformed against his will by Russian Malcontents for his drug
connections. He leaves them and takes job at MacKay S&I, working on Connor’s team in
NYC. Tricks Stanislav into revealing Katya’s whereabouts in order to rescue Angus and
Emma MacKay.
2007--(Summer) Transferred to Texas to help protect Jean-Luc and Heather from Lui.
2007—(Fall) Returns to NYC to guard Romatech. Kills his first Malcontent in battle.
2007—(December) Participates in the Battle at DVN.
2008—(May) Attends Ian’s bachelor party at the Plaza hotel.
2008—(July) Participates in the Battle at Apollo’s compound to rescue Lara.
2008—(August) Meets LaToya Lafayette at Jack and Lara’s engagement party.
Angers Kyo and the Japanese Vamps in New Orleans. Participates in the Battle
of New Orleans, and then the Battle of South Dakota to rescue Robby. Becomes
Stanislav’s contact person.
2008—(December) Convinces Robby at the Christmas ball to not give up on Olivia.
2009—(April) Tries to dance with LaToya at Jack’s and Lara’s wedding.
2009—(June) Participates in Battle of Kansas City against Casimir and Otis Crump.
2010 – (March 24) Meets Shanna’s sister, Caitlyn, at Constantine’s 4th birthday party. He’s
promoted to head of security at Romatech.
2010 – (April) Fights in Battle of San Francisco to rescue Carlos and Caitlyn.
2011—(April) Age 28. Still head of security at Romatech, fights in Battle of Oklahoma City and
fights in final Battle at Mount Rushmore. Clashes with Phil’s sister, Brynley.
2011—(May) Helps Gregori entertain the two daughters of the president (Abigail and Madison
Tucker). For fun, he makes a Blardonnay commercial with Madison at DVN. He’s then
hired to do a real commercial with Tiffany and becomes famous as the Blardonnay Guy.
2011—(June) Sets up a trap to capture Corky, then goes to Wyoming with Brynley Jones to hunt
for Corky. In the Were-wolf battle of Montana, he is bitten by Rhett Bleddyn and
becomes the first hybrid vampire/werewolf. Marries Brynley and becomes a part-time
rancher in Wyoming, although he still works for MacKay S&I and still makes
Blardonnay commercials.
2011—(September) He and Brynley appear on the reality show Real Housewives of the Vampire
World. They’re expecting twins in April of 2012.
2012—(October) Attends birthday party for children at Romatech. He has daughter, Gwyneth in
his arms. Brynley is with the son, Benjamin.
2012—(November) Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah.
Phineas looks like a young Denzel Washington. He’s from the Bronx and supports his younger
brother, sister and ailing aunt who suffers from diabetes. He visits them occasionally at night.
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He wears the same uniform as the daytime guards.

12. Howard Barr (Shifter and hero of Wild About You, Book 13)
1973-Born in Alaska in a family of Kodiak bear shifters. His father and Harry Yutu’s father own
a lot of land and a lumberyard in the YukonRiver Valley. They are killed in a fire caused
by Rhett Bleddyn’s father who wants the land for his pack of werewolves. Howard grows
up, raised by his mother and grandfather, Walter Barr, on The Paw, the largest island of
the Bear Claw Islands in Mishenka Bay, Alaska.
1988-19991—Howard goes to high school in Port Mishenka, star of the football team, the
Port Mishenka Marmots. He and his best friend, were-polar bear, Harry Yutu play
defensive linebacker.
His team crushes a popular high school team of werewolves where Rhett Bleddyn is the
quarterback. He sacks Rhett multiple times and earns Rhett’s hatred. Rhett and his
werewolf friends attack and kill Howard’s girlfriend on prom night. Howard believes he
has killed Rhett. The werewolf pack, led by Rhett’s father, insists Howard be banned
from Alaska forever. To keep the peace, the were-bears agree.
1991—Age 18. Banned from Alaska, Howard goes to University of Alabama on a football
scholarship. Whenever he attempts to shift, he’s shot at, so he seldom shifts. He majors in
computer science.
1995—Age 22. Starts playing professional football for the Chicago Bears as defensive lineman.
He can seldom shift, so becomes ill. He starts to age and have trouble recovering from
injuries.
1998—Age 25. He’s spotted by Gregori, Laszlo, and Roman at a game, where they sense an
ailing shifter on the field. They offer him a job doing daytime security. He takes the job
and buys a hunting cabin in the Adirondacks so he can shift often. His health slowly
returns.
2005—Age 32. He is now head of daytime security. Meets Shanna Whelan and tries to convince
her that Roman isn’t really dead.
2011—(January) He starts watching the Home Wreckers International show on TV and develops
a crush on home renovater, Elsa Bjornberg. He starts taping the shows and hides them in
a box under his bed.
2011—(May) Age 38. He is now fully recovered and looks ten years younger. Selected for the
A-team to go with Gregori and Abigail Tucker on a secret mission into China. One of
the day guards, protecting the Vamps and Abigail.
2011—(June) Assigned to a team, hunting for Corky in Europe. Returns to U.S. for the Werewolf battle of Montana. He’s shocked to find out were-wolf Rhett is alive and wants to
kill him. He realizes the ban is no longer in effect since he didn’t kill Rhett. He
immediately goes to Alaska to visit his family and get revenge on Rhett.
2011—(July) Overstays his vacation time and refuses to talk to Angus, so Angus sends Dougal
and Phil after him. They help him with his plan of revenge. Plan backfires when Rhett
kills Howard’s friend Harry. Howard meets Elsa Bjornberg when Shanna hires her and
her team to renovate an old house close to Dragon Nest Academy. Rhett comes to New
York State and kidnaps Elsa and her aunts. Howard finally defeats Rhett and becomes
engaged to Elsa.
2012—(November) Assigned to clinic in Japan. Helps in battle in China to rescue Leah.
Whenever he gets a few days off, he gets a vamp to teleport him to Hawaii so he can
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spend some time with Elsa.
Howard likes his coffee with lots of sugar and eats a ton of donuts while on the job, especially
bear claws. He loves games, especially chess, and loves children. He has blue eyes, thick brown
hair, and a ready smile. He’s about 6 foot 6 inches tall and turns gray momentarily when he
shifts. As a bear shifter, he can shift at any time.

13. Mikhail Kirillov (Vamp and hero of ‘V is for VampWoman’ novella
from Vampires Gone Wild, between Books 13 and 14)
Russian employee in Moscow. Mikhail is very tall, with his long blond hair in a braid. He has a
very dry sense of humor.
1381—Born into a marauding Viking family.
1400—Age 19. Ends his roaming days by settling in Russia and marrying a beautiful woman.
1407—His daughter, Anya (age 6) is killed by vampires who are invited into the home by his
vain wife. She offers them her daughter if they will make her immortal. The vampires tie
Mikhail up, kill his wife and daughter. He seeks revenge on the bad vampires, but as a
mortal, he isn’t strong enough to defeat them.
1410—Age 29. He asks to be transformed into a vampire, so he’ll be strong enough to avenge
his daughter’s death. Tracks down the bad vampires and kills them. Begins a long
history of killing bad vampires.
2005-2010-- In Moscow, assisting with search for Casimir.
2010-- (April) Teleports with Angus to Thailand to assist Carlos and Caitlyn.
2011-- (April) Teleports to NYC to go to the Battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) Assists Angus’s team as they hunt for Corky in Russia. Participates in Were-wolf
battle of Montana.
2012—(April) While helping Zoltan deal with Malcontent human traffickers in Eastern Europe,
he meets Lady Pamela as VampWoman. He’s had a crush on her since 1814.
2012—(November) Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah.

14. Dougal Kincaid (Vamp and hero of The Vampire with the Dragon Tattoo,
Book 14)
1721—born in Scotland.
1735—Age 14. Kidnapped from Glasgow and pressed into service on British frigate. Tried to
escape twice and received lashings. Taught by the Irish cook to play the tin whistle and
Uilleann pipes.
1738—Age 17. After British frigate is captured by pirates, he’s taken to China and sold into
slavery. Plays his tin whistle at night to console himself, which draws the attention of Ka
Li Lei, the daughter of the merchant who owns him. They fall in love.
1742—Age 21. Li Lei helps him escape and suggests he get a dragon tattoo to cover his slave
brand, so that his mark of shame is hidden under a sign of power.
1744—Age 23. After pirating a few years and amassing a small fortune, he returns to China to
find Li Lei, but sees her drown in the Yangtze River and buries her. Returns home to
Scotland, his spirit broken. While he was gone, his family all passed away.
1746—Age 25, mortally wounded at the Battle of Culloden, transformed by Connor, and they
form a bond. He buys a cottage on the Isle of Skye.
1928—Starts working for MacKay Security and Investigation.
1950—Assigned to Connor’s team at Romatech.
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2007—(December) Participates in the Battle at DVN.
2008—(May) Brings his bagpipes to Ian’s bachelor party at the Plaza hotel.
2008—(August) loses his right hand at the Battle of New Orleans.
2008—(September) takes charge of security for Jean-Luc Echarpe in Texas (replacing Robby).
2009—(June) Participates in Battle of Kansas City against Casimir and Otis Crump.
2011—(April) Fights in Battle of Oklahoma City and fights in final Battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) Participates in Were-wolf battle of Montana.
2011—(July) Helps Howard track down Rhett Bleddyn in Alaska. Has a new prosthetic hand.
2012—(October) Takes job as head of security at Romatech. Meets and falls in love with Leah
Chin. Takes her to meet Connor and Marielle in Scotland.
2012—(November) Travels with Leah to Japan. Meets the Grand Tiger, who calls him Dou Gal
and asks him to play the pipes for him. Fights in battle in China to rescue Leah.
Dougal has black hair and a quiet, shy nature. He has learned to fence with either hand. He plays
the tin whistle, the Scottish bagpipes, and the softer Irish (Uilleann) pipes.
15. J.L. Wang (Vamp)
In 2008, J.L. (Jin Long) is working as a special agent for the FBI, stationed in Kansas City. He’s
friends with Olivia Sotiris, FBI psychologist. His hometown is San Francisco.
2009—(June) In a Nebraska cornfield, he learns about the Vamps and Malcontents, learns that
Olivia’s boyfriend, Robby, is a vampire and his boss, Barker, is a were-dog. After getting
attacked by Malcontents, J.L. is transformed by Robby, then hired by Angus. He
participates in the Battle of Kansas City against Casimir and Otis Crump.
2010—(end of March) J.L. takes an assignment with the West Coast Vampires, stationed in San
Francisco with Coven Master Rafferty McCall.
2010—(April) Goes undercover with Chinese vampires in San Francisco to find Carlos and
Caitlyn, participates in the Battle of San Francisco.
2011—(April) J.L. fights in Battles at Oklahoma City and Mount Rushmore.
2011—(May) Selected as leader of the A-team to go with Gregori and Abigail Tucker on a secret
mission into China.
2011—(June) Assigned to a team, hunting for Corky in Europe. Returns to U.S. for the Werewolf battle of Montana.
2012—(November) Helps set up clinic in Japan and participates in Battle in China to rescue
Leah.
J.L. speaks fluent Mandarin Chinese and likes to say “Could be worse…”
16. Russell Ryan Hankelburg (Vamp)
Major in United States Marine Corps during the Vietnam War. In 1971, he was on leave, went
into a bar in Phuket, and disappeared.
2010—(April) Russell is found in a vampire coma, encased in clay, in a cave (Master Han’s
Temple of Death) in northern Thailand. Angus completes his transformation, and Robby
and Zoltan take him to Budapest. After being in a coma for 39 years, he goes home to
find his parents and brother dead, his wife had declared him dead and remarried, and his
daughter (born 1969) had died in 2009 at age of forty from breast cancer.
2011—(April) teleports to U.S. take part in final battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011 –(April-May) on A-Team that goes to China, wants revenge on Master Han. Goes AWOL.
2012—(November) Participates in skirmish in Zombie Town in China and battle to rescue Leah.
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17. Kyo Kurosaki (Vamp)
Born in Kyoto. Descendant of a noble Ninja warrior, Kyo is an expert in martial arts and fencing
with a Samurai sword. He loves watching DVN and Japanese anime. He’s very wealthy and
owns a big estate outside Tokyo.
2008—(August) While traveling through the U.S. with his companions Yoshi and Yuki, Kyo
stops for drinks in a vampire bar in New Orleans. When customers nearly insult Naruto,
Kyo and his friends start fighting. When they learn the fight will be televised on DVN,
they become friends with the customers, Vanda, Phil, and Phineas. They later help
Vanda and the werewolves teleport to Mount Rushmore for the Battle of South Dakota.
Kyo agrees to work for MacKay S&I and be their Japanese operative in Tokyo.
2010—(April) Kyo teleports to Thailand to help Carlos and Caitlyn. He begins an official
investigation of Master Han.
2011—(April) teleports to the U.S. to take part in final battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(May) on standby with Angus and Robby at his estate in Japan. They teleport to Master
Han’s compound for a rescue mission and battle. Helps stop the bleeding of Gregori’s
wound.
2012—(November) Arranges for the clinic on a remote island in Japan. Participates in Battle in
China to rescue Leah.
18. Rajiv (shifter)
Younger brother of Raghu, the leader of the were-tigers in Thailand. Since Raghu will be leader
for life, Rajiv is eager to find his destiny elsewhere.
1990—born February 12th.
2008—Age 18. Bitten by a cobra. He comes back to life on level 2 and can shift whenever he
wants.
2010—(April) Age 20. He meets Carlos and Caitlyn and decides to leave his were-tiger tribe to
find adventure with them. He is captured with them and taken to San Francisco. Fearing
for Caitlyn’s safety, he shifts into a tiger and jumps over Master Han, resurrecting him.
He joins MacKay S&I. Between assignments, he lives at Dragon Nest Academy where
he’s learning English and earning a high school diploma.
2011—(April) Age 21. He participates in the Battles of Oklahoma City and Mount Rushmore.
2011—(May) Selected for the A-team to go with Gregori and Abigail Tucker on a secret mission
into China. One of the day guards, protecting the Vamps and Abigail.
2011—(June) Assigned to a team, hunting for Corky in Europe. Returns to U.S. for the Werewolf battle of Montana.
2012—(November) Allies the good Vamps with his grandfather, the Grand Tiger of Tiger Town
in China. Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah. With the help of his cousin Jia
and J.L. Wang, he kills Lord Qing. Becomes the new Grand Tiger.
Rajiv has long black hair, braided, and golden eyes.
19. Finn Grayson (shifter)
Were-dolphin who lives in Hawaii and works for MacKay S&I. His house is a stop-over
for the Vamps teleporting west.
20. Freemont McKinney (mortal)
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Phineas’ younger brother, aka Da Freeze, The Ice Man.
1992—Born in the Bronx.
2010—(May) Age 18. Graduates from high school. Works at Leroy’s House of Class.
2011—(June) College sophomore, learns about vampires, joins MacKay S&I and works at
Romatech.
2012—(October) Working security at Romatech during the birthday party.
2012—(November) While most MacKay employees are in China, he stays at Romatech in
charge of security.

D. The Europeans
1. Jean-Luc Echarpe (Vamp and hero of The Undead Next Door, Book 4)
1485—Born a peasant under the control of a wealthy baron allied with the powerful deGuise
family.
1488—Age 3. His mother died.
1491—Age 6. His father, Jean, died. Jean-Luc is allowed to live in a stable where he works as a
stable boy. He watches the baron’s son and wards practice their fighting skills and copies
their moves at night in the stable.
1495—Age 10. Fights with the baron’s son. The baron allows him to be trained for knighthood.
1500—Age 15. Knighted by the baron to serve in the army instead of his son. Sent off with
inferior weapons and horse. Jean-Luc vows to never be used as a pawn again.
1513—Age 28. Transformed by Roman at the Battle of the Spurs. He teaches Roman how to
fence, and Roman teaches him how to read.
1589—Interviews Clément, the assassin who killed King Henri III, and learns the assassin’s
mind was controlled by a vampire.
1610---Learns the same vampire controlled the mind of Ravaillac who killed King Henri IV.
1710—A Lieutenant-Colonel in the Vamp army, he fought in the Great Vampire War as second
in command and watched Roman’s back.
1757—Works as a musketeer and royal bodyguard for King Louis XV. Foils a royal
assassination attempt by Damien, who was sent by the same vampire. The vampire,
dubbed Lui (him), retaliates by killing Jean-Luc’s mistress Yvonne. Jean-Luc is
approached by Casanova who wants eternal life, and he turns him away. Jean-Luc hunts
for Lui, but can’t find him.
1816—Giacomo (Jack), the vampire son of Casanova, comes to Jean-Luc for help.
1820—Considered the greatest swordsman in Europe, Jean-Luc opens a fencing academy.
Among his students are Robby MacKay and Jack di Venezia.
1832—His mistress, Claudine, is murdered by Lui.
1922—Began designing evening wear for vampires.
1933—His designs are the rage in Hollywood. He becomes a famous fashion designer of
evening wear in Paris.
1950—Elected Coven Master of Western Europe (term to last 100 years).
1975—Began designing everyday clothes for mortals.
2005—He’s the Best Man at Roman’s wedding.
2006—Travels to the Ukraine to help rescue Angus and Emma.
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2007—Goes into hiding in the Texas Hill Country. Meets Heather Westfield and must protect
her when his old nemesis, Lui, vows to kill her before killing Jean-Luc. His daytime
guard, Pierre, is killed by Lui with a car bomb. His head of security is Robby.
2007---(September) Marries Heather.
2008—(August) Participates in the Battle of South Dakota to help free Robby from the
Malcontents.
2008 --(last half of September) vacations with his family at Roman’s villa on Patmos (also
keeping an eye on Robby). His new head of security is Dougal.
2008—(October) Agrees to teach fencing at Shanna’s school. Teleports Bethany (age 5) there
for Kindergarten class. Undergoes Roman’s sperm DNA treatment.
2008—(November) His wife, Heather, is pregnant with twins.
2009—(Jan) Sees Robby at the academy after he delivers Bethany to her class.
2009—(June) Participates in Battle of Kansas City against Casimir and Otis Crump.
2009—(July) The twins are born—Jean-Pierre and Jillian.
2010 – (March 24) Jean-Luc and family attend Constantine’s 4th birthday party. The twins are
eight months old.
2010 – (April) Fights in Battle of San Francisco to rescue Carlos and Caitlyn.
2011—(April) Fights in Battle of Oklahoma City and final Battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) Appears with Heather on the reality show Real Housewives of the Vampire World.
2012—(October) Attends birthday party for children at Romatech. Meets with Roman and
Angus to encourage them to promote Dougal to head of security. He has trained Dougal
to swordfight with his left hand and with his prosthetic right one.
2012—(November) Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah.
Tall, slim and agile, Jean-Luc has black, curly hair and blue eyes.
2. Zoltan Czakvar (Vamp)
Hungarian from Budapest, elected Coven Master of Eastern Europe in 1950 (term to last 100
years). Zoltan has dark brown hair and almond-shaped, amber-colored eyes. He has a talent for
communicating telepathically with animals.
2006-- He travels with others to the Ukraine to rescue Angus and Emma. Emma stays at his
house in Budapest while she adjusts to being a vampire.
2007—(December) Participates in the Battle at DVN.
2008—(August) He fights in the Battle of New Orleans. Also fights at the Battle of South
Dakota to rescue Robby.
2010—(April) Teleports with Robby to Thailand to assist Carlos and Caitlyn. He and
Robby take new vamp Russell back to Budapest so he can adjust to being a vampire.
2011—(April) Fights in Battle of Oklahoma City and final Battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) Leads a team searching for Corky in Europe, then teleports to U.S. and Wyoming
to assist Phineas and Brynley. Transforms rancher Nate Carson.
2012—(November) Participates in Battle in China to rescue Leah.

E. Mortal and Shifter Heroines
1. Shanna Whelan (mortal heroine of How to Marry a Millionaire Vampire,
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Book 1)
1978—Born. Shanna has strong psychic powers, inherited from her father. Her family: Father
(Sean Dermot Whelan, works for State Dept in diplomatic corps, actually the CIA), Mom
(Darlene), one brother and sister.
1993 – Age 15. Sent to boarding school in Connecticut when her father has trouble controlling
her mind.
2004-- Age 26. Shanna and friend Karen become dentists in Boston.
2005 – Four months before time of book (How to Marry a Millionaire Vampire), Karen is
murdered in a deli in Boston. Shanna witnesses it and is now afraid of blood. She
testifies against the Russian mafia and enrolls in the Witness Protection Program under
the name Jane Wilson. Lives in Manhattan.
2005 – Six weeks before time of book, she takes a job at the SoHo SoBright Dental Clinic.
2005—(May) Age 27. Meets Roman Dragnesti (and his harem).
2005—(June) Marries the Millionaire Vampire and becomes pregnant by the end of the month.
She and Roman move to a house in White Plains, the exact location kept secret. She
opens a dental office at Romatech where she takes care of Romatech employees, both
Vamps and mortals.
2006—(March 24th, a Friday) Age 28. Gives birth to Constantine.
2007—(December) Discovers Constantine can teleport. Starts organizing a school for children
who are half-Vamp, shifters, or mortals who know too much. Constantine can also
levitate and has some healing abilities.
2008-- (May 16th) Age 30. Gives birth to Sofia. Sofia also shows healing capabilities.
2008—(August) Hires Toni and Ian to run the school and provide security. Hires Teddy to be a
Math/Science teacher and Headmaster. Hires Sarah as the elementary teacher. Hires
Maggie as drama teacher and enrolls Maggie’s daughter Lucy.
2008-- (last week of August and first half of September) vacations with her family at their villa
on Patmos (also keeping an eye on Robby)
2008—(October) Dragon Nest Academy opens with three elementary students (Constantine,
Lucy, and Bethany) and 10 teenage werewolf boys.
2009—(January) She accepts the 5 were-panther children into the academy.
2010 – (March 24) Invites her sister, Caitlyn, to Constantine’s 4th birthday party and tells her
about Vamps and shifters so Emma can offer her a job.
2010—(end of March) She discovers that Sofia has ultra-sensitive hearing like a Vamp.
2010—(April) Her telepathic connection to Caitlyn helps them locate her and Carlos, so they can
be rescued. She’s Matron of Honor at Caitlyn’s wedding to Carlos.
2011—(April) Shanna nearly dies and is transformed by Roman. Her father nearly dies in the
Battle of Oklahoma City so Roman transforms him, too.
2011—(July) Three months later, Shanna is having trouble adjusting to being a vampire, mainly
because she hates being separated from her children during the day. She and Roman
move to Dragon Nest Academy where her mother and sister live, along with other mortal
women, who can help watch over her children while she’s in her death-sleep. She puts
the house in White Plains up for sale and discovers that Howard has a crush on TV
celebrity Elsa Bjornberg. She hires Elsa and her team to renovate an old mansion close to
Dragon Nest, so that Howard will meet Elsa. Seeing them fall in love reminds her that
she still has much to be grateful for.
A dentist, Shanna has smoky blue eyes, reddish-blond hair, and wears size 12. Her hair is first
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brown (dyed), then platinum blond. She carries a sequined Marilyn Monroe purse and likes
pizza, diet cola, and chocolate brownies. Her blood type is Type A Positive. She has strong
psychic abilities and can block vampire mind control.

2. Heather Westfield (mortal heroine of The Undead Next Door, Book 4)
1981—Born in Schnitzelberg, TX in the hill country. Father is the local sheriff.
1987—Age 6. Her father uses local psychic, Fidelia, to help solve the case of a missing boy. Her
mother visits Fidelia every week with Heather to be assured the father will remain safe.
1997—Age 16. Heather’s mom freaks over a bad reading and insists the father come home. He
drops by a grocery store to buy flowers and is killed by two robbers. The mom insists
Heather stop dating Billy who wants a career in law enforcement.
1999—To please her mom, Heather gives up her dream of going to NYC to become a fashion
designer. Her friend Sasha goes to NYC to become a model. Heather goes to college to
study education.
2002—Heather marries Cody Westfield.
2003---Gives birth to Bethany.
2005—Her mom has a heart attack, caused by fear over a bad reading. Heather files for divorce
and moves her and her daughter into the Queen Anne house where she grew up. Takes a
job teaching history at Guadalupe High School. Asks Fidelia to live with her as
Bethany’s babysitter.
2006—Her divorce is legal.
2007—(summer) Age 26. Heather goes to a fashion show with high school friend, Sasha, and
meets Jean-Luc. When Lui attacks Jean-Luc, she helps him fight Lui, who then threatens
to kill her. For protection, she moves her family to Jean-Luc’s home.
2007—(September) Marries Jean-Luc. Designs line of clothing for women with fuller figures.
2008 --(last half of September) vacations with her family at Roman’s villa on Patmos (also
keeping an eye on Robby). Their guard Dougal comes with them, and their nanny,
Fidelia.
2008—(October) Sends Bethany (age 5) to Kindergarten class at Dragon Nest Academy. JeanLuc undergoes Roman’s sperm DNA treatment.
2008—(November) She undergoes artificial insemination with Jean-Luc’s altered sperm, and
becomes pregnant with twins.
2009—(July) Age 28. The twins are born—Jean-Pierre and Jillian. They both have curly black
hair and blue eyes like Jean-Luc.
2010 – (March 24) Heather and family attend Constantine’s 4th birthday party and she meets
Caitlyn. The twins are eight months old.
2011—(June) Appears with Jean-Luc and her children on the reality show Real Housewives of
the Vampire World.
2012—(October) Attends birthday party at Romatech. She, Jean-Luc, Fidelia, and children are
staying at Roman’s townhouse, where she sees Leah.
Heather has long, curly auburn hair, dark green eyes, fair freckly skin, and a turned-up nose. She
has a full figure which Jean-Luc loves. She drives a Chevy truck and knows how to use a
shotgun. Her blood type is AB Positive.

3. Lara Boucher, (mortal heroine of Secret Life of a Vampire, Book 6)
1983—Born in Northern Louisiana. Her father is mayor of the town. Her mother is on the board
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of the local country club and is fascinated with beauty pageants.
1987—Age 4. Lara wins the title Little Miss Mudbug in a local beauty pageant, thus beginning a
long career of beauty pageant wins. Mother also enters beauty pageants and will go
shopping wearing her sash and tiara.
2000—Age 17. Lara wins Miss Teen Louisiana.
2002—Age 19. Finalist in Miss Louisiana pageant. Lara sabotages herself and upsets her
mother. Car accident severely injures Lara. Suffers head injury and loses her ability to
read and write. Meets LaToya in the hospital. (LaToya was shot in the shoulder while
working at a convenience store). They go to physical therapy together, and LaToya helps
Lara learn how to read and write again. They go to LSU together to study Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice.
2004—Age 21. Meets Ronny at LSU who betrays her trust.
2006—Age 23. She and LaToya graduate and decide to go to NYC to become cops.
2007—Age 24. She and LaToya attend the police academy in NYC.
2008—Age 25. She and LaToya are rookie cops. (LaToya works during the day in the 26th
Precinct). Lara works the nightshift in Midtown with her partner Harvey. The cops in her
precinct call her Butch.
2008—(May) Lara meets Jack at the Plaza hotel when Ian’s bachelor party gets too rowdy.
Because of her head injury, his vampire mind control doesn’t work on her. She crashes
Ian and Toni’s wedding, looking for Jack.
2008—(June) She elicits Jacks help to solve a case of missing college students. When she is
kidnapped, Jack rescues her at Apollo’s compound in Maine. She and Phil team up to kill
the Malcontent Athena.
2008—(July) She agrees to marry Jack and quits the police force to join MacKay S&I. She and
Jack have an engagement party at Romatech. Her friend LaToya meets Phineas who is
instantly smitten.
2009—(April) Jack’s and Lara’s wedding. Robby is Best Man and LaToya is Maiden of Honor.
2010—(March 24) Lara and Jack attend Constantine’s birthday party and stay at the townhouse
in the Upper East Side. She helps Caitlyn move in. Later, she and Jack leave for a new
assignment in Paris.
2011—(April) She and Jack are visiting NYC and go to Mass at Romatech on Saturday night.
They are sent to Apollo’s compound in Maine to see if Casimir was there.
2011—(June) She and Jack go to Europe to help hunt for Corky, then go to Wyoming to assist
Phineas and Brynley.
2012—(April) She is pregnant, talks to Jack while he’s on a mission with Zoltan. Helps Lady
Pamela teleport to them.
Lara has long golden red hair, a few freckles, and blue eyes. As a police officer, she tried to
minimize her good looks by wearing very little makeup and pulling her hair back. She wants to
become a detective on the police force until later she takes a detective job for MacKay S&I. She
loves to cook. She and LaToya enjoy sci-fi movies and TV shows.

4. Olivia Sotiris (mortal heroine of The Vampire and the Virgin, Book 8)
Olivia has inherited some psychic abilities from her Greek grandmother who lives on Patmos.
Olivia can sense other people’s emotions and she can tell when they’re lying. She has always
been able to tell how a boyfriend truly feels toward her and if he’s lying. Since she’s never felt
true love from a boyfriend, she has remained a virgin.
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1984—born in Houston, the eldest of three children. They spent every summer on Patmos,
visiting her paternal grandmother. The grandmother spends the winter months with them
in Houston.
2002—Age 18, she graduates from high school and goes to Patmos for summer vacations--her
last trip to Patmos.
2008—(May) finishes Master’s degree in criminal psychology. While working on her Master’s,
she interviewed inmates at the Huntsville State Penitentiary and convinced an inmate to
confess to some unsolved murders. It made the papers, and the FBI offered her a job.
2008—Age 24. (end of November) Olivia goes to the island of Patmos to see her grandmother
and get away from the gifts from prisoner Otis Crump. She meets Robby, a mysterious
stranger who only visits at night. She can’t read Robby at all, but she falls in love. She
meets Carlos during the day, but senses that he’s lying about Robby. She knows Robby
was a soldier and now works for a private investigation company. When she receives a
box of apples, she knows Otis has found her. To protect her grandmother, she takes her to
Houston.
2008 – (December) She receives letters from Robby, but fears that Otis may have used Robby’s
investigation company to track her down. She keeps the letters unopened and begins her
own investigation at work, the FBI office in Kansas City.
2009—(January) with her investigation going nowhere, she makes contact with Robby. They
begin a long-distance courtship.
2009—(April) He’s the Best Man at Jack’s and Lara’s wedding.
2009—(May) More apples arrive, and Robby comes to investigate and protect her. She loses her
virginity to him. She’s in love, but she knows he’s still keeping secrets.
2009—(June) While investigating some odd murders in Nebraska, Olivia, J.L. and her boss,
Barker, run into Robby and some Vamps. Sean Whelan reveals Robby’s secret. FBI
agent J.L. Wang is attacked by Malcontents, and Robby transforms him. Battle of Kansas
City where Otis Crump escapes to kill Olivia. She kills him, then agrees to work for
MacKay S&I.
2009—(Mid-June) Robby and Olivia are back on Patmos and become engaged.
2009—(end of September) Robby and Olivia are married on Patmos.
2010—(March 24) They attend Constantine’s birthday party. Caitlyn hears them in the gazebo.
They are staying at the townhouse on the Upper East Side. Later, they are assigned to
Budapest to help Zoltan search for Casimir.
2011—(April) Declines fighting in battles, 6 weeks pregnant. Works as a counselor at Dragon
Nest Academy.
2011—(November) Son is born, Alexander Angus.
2012—(October) Attends birthday party at Romatech with Angus and her son. Wants to transfer
back to Texas, so her grandmother can help her with her son.
Olivia has brown eyes and long black curly hair.

5. Caitlyn Whelan (heroine of Eat Prey Love, Book 9)
The youngest child of Sean and Darlene Whelan. Her older sister is Shanna and brother is Dylan.
Like Shanna and Sean, Caitlyn has strong psychic powers. She’s a psychic linguist. She can
understand any spoken language and after listening to it for a short while, she can speak it. Dogs
and cats (and all mammals) are attracted to her because she can understand their noises. She
grows up in countries like Belarus, Poland, Latvia, and Russia, home-schooled by her mother,
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while Sean works for the State Dept. (actually the CIA). She easily picks up the language
whenever they move to a new country.
1983—(July 23rd) Born, she grows up very close to Shanna since they can hear each others’
thoughts.
1993—(Jan.) Age 9. Caitlyn is devastated when Shanna (age 15) is sent away to a boarding
school in Connecticut. She adopts Mr. Foofikins, a black kitten with feline leukemia.
1995—(May) Age 11. She briefly sees her sister at Shanna’s graduation.
2001—(Sept) Age 18. She returns to the States to go to Georgetown University.
2004—(July) She turns 21. She receives a birthday card from Shanna, the last time she hears
from her until 2010.
2005—(January) Shanna disappears without a trace.
2005—(May) Age 21. Caitlyn graduates and starts working for the State Dept., first stationed in
Minsk, Belarus.
2005 –(June) Sean reports he has found Shanna, but they must never attempt to contact her. She
has changed and is lost to them forever. They must avoid her and a place called
Romatech Industries. (Caitlyn turns 22 in July).
2007—Stationed in St. Petersburg. She turns 24 in July.
2008—Stationed in Bangkok, Thailand, and spends some time on an assignment in Chiang Mai.
2009—Stationed in Jarkarta. She turns 26 in July.
2010—(March) Fired from the State Dept, she returns to the States to look for a job. Her father
wants to hire her for his Stake-Out Team.
2010—(March 24th) She attends Constantine’s birthday party at Romatech and is reunited with
her sister. She learns about Vamps and shifters, then agrees to work for MacKay S&I.
Meets Carlos and two were-panther orphans—Raquel and Coco.
2010—(April) She travels to Thailand with Carlos, falls in love with him, discovers were-tigers
and a cave, The Temple of Death, plus a new vampire villain, Master Han. She’s bitten
by Carlos, marries him at Romatech, and successfully transforms into a were-panther.
2010—(July 23rd) She turns 27.
2011—(April) She takes care of Shanna’s children. Seven months pregnant with twins.
2011—(June) Gives birth to twins—Eric and Adriana, after Carlos’s brother and mother.
2012—(October) Attends birthday party for children at Romatech. Brings all the were-panther
children.
Caitlyn has long blond hair and turquoise-colored eyes. Oval-shaped face with a few freckles.
She loves to shop and travel, loves anything foreign or exotic. She’s ridden elephants and petted
tigers at the Tiger Temple. She collects “treasures” from the different places she has lived and
visited. She learned some martial arts so she could shop in street markets without fear.

6. Abigail May Tucker (mortal heroine of Sexiest Vampire Alive, Book 11)
Daughter of U.S. President Laurence Tucker, code name Scholar, PhD in biochemistry.
1986—Born. Her father is a D.A. who combats organized crime.
1988—Her brother Lincoln is born. Her father becomes a state attorney general.
1991—Age 5. Her sister Madison is born.
1994—Age 8. Her father becomes a congressman in the House of Representatives, and they
move to Washington D.C.
1996—Age 10. Her father’s second term in the House. He hires bodyguards for his family.
1998—Age 12. Her father becomes a senator.
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2001—Age 15. Her mother becomes ill, and she becomes determined to study hard and find a
cure for her mother. Nurse Debra is hired to take care of her mother.
2003—Age 17. She stays home with her mother, studying, while her younger brother and sister
(Lincoln and Madison) go on the campaign trail with their father.
2004—Age 18. She starts college. Her father becomes president. She works hard at her studies,
publishes her school papers under the name Abigail May, and stays out of the public eye.
2008—Her father starts his second term. She begins graduate school. Does her doctorate on a
formula that put a person into stasis. Bought by the military to use as a weapon to put the
enemy into stasis.
2010—Age 24. Earns her PhD. She now works in a lab at a military compound.
2011—(May) Age 25. Wants to go to China to find three plants that could boost her mother’s
immune system. Meets vampire, Gregori Holstein. Goes on a secret mission with him
and the A-Team to China. Discovers the Demon Herb, which is being used by demon
Darafer to build a mortal army with supernatural powers to help Master Han take over the
world. She, Gregori, and the A-Team is captured by Master Han and the three Vampire
Lords. Gregori is almost killed trying to defend her. She learns that Gregori used vampire
mind control on her to erase her memory and leaves, feeling betrayed. Gregori wins her
back and proposes marriage. She accepts and starts working at Romatech.
2012—(October) Attends birthday party for children at Romatech and takes on the job of
introducing Leah Chin to the vampire world. Works with Leah and Laszlo in the lab. She
announces she’s pregnant.
2012—(November) Helps set up clinic in Japan. Works there with Laszlo and Leah.
Abby has hazel eyes, a few freckles, and chin-length curly dark auburn hair.

7. Brynley Jones (shifter and heroine of Wanted: Undead or Alive, Book 12)

1981—Born March 3rd in Montana, twin sister of Phil Jones. Her father, Caddoc, came from
Wales 180 years earlier, now owns over 50 ranches in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho, and is the
master over 60 werewolf packs.
1988—Age 7. Her siblings Howell and Glynis are born
1994—Age 13. Shifts for the first time with her brother.
1999—Age 18. Her mother dies from lung cancer. Her brother Phil gets into a big fight with her
dad and leaves. She leaves notes for Phil in his cabin in Wyoming.
2000—Age 19. Falls in love for the first time at college, gets engaged.
2001-- Learns that her father bribed her boyfriend into pursuing her, breaks up the engagement.
2003—Graduates college and goes home. Father won’t allow her to teach, presses her to get
married, she runs off to join the rodeo circuit as a barrel racer to make her own money.
Befriends brothers, Nate and Kyle Carson, mortals who do team roping.
2006—Age 25. Avoids all suitors sent by her father. At the monthly Hunt, her father selects a
fiancé for her and instructs him and his friends to hunt her down and force her to submit.
In retaliation against her father, she starts collecting and taking care of the Lost Boys at
her brother’s cabin. She spends half her monthly allowance just to feed them.
2008—(August) Age 27. Phil comes back into her life, but he brings Vanda with him. She and
the Lost Boys help fight at the Battle of South Dakota. Gets the Lost Boys enrolled at the
Dragon Nest Academy. Goes back to Montana. Howell, now 20 years old, is given
Phil’s inheritance.
2011—(March 3rd) On her 30th birthday, her father throws her a birthday party and announces
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her betrothal to Rhett Bleddyn, Alpha Pack Master from Alaska. She flees to the Dragon
Nest Academy.
2011—(April) She volunteers to guard Marielle during the day at Howard’s cabin in the
Adirondacks. Clashes with Phineas. Guards Marielle in the battle of Oklahoma City and
fights in the battle of Mount Rushmore.
2011—(May) Sees the Blardonnay commercials and falls in love with Phineas’s voice.
2011—(June) Agrees to accompany Phineas on a mission to Wyoming to hunt for Corky. They
fall in love. She stands up to her father and becomes the first female Alpha werewolf.
Marries Phineas. Her father buys a ranch for them since he’s curious about Phineas who
becomes the first hybrid vampire/werewolf. She becomes pregnant with twins.
2011—(September) She and Phineas appear on the reality show Real Housewives of the Vampire
World. They’re expecting twins in April of 2012.
2012—(October) Attends birthday party for children at Romatech.

8. Elsa Bjornberg (heroine of Wild About You, Book 13)
1984—Born in Sweden to a single mother. When her grandmother, Birgit, dies before Elsa is
born, Elsa inherits the grandmother’s position as Guardian of the Forest. The original
Guardian of the Forest created werewolves and were-bears in Scandanavia. The shifters
turned into beserkers and eventually killed the Guardian. Elsa is born with the red mark
on her shoulder, shaped like a bear claw, which denotes her status as Guardian of the
Forest. She grows up unaware of her position, but all Guardians of the Forest are cursed,
since they have all ended up murdered by a berserker.
1987—Age 3. Elsa’s mother cannot handle the stress and drinks and drives off a bridge and dies.
Elsa is raised by her aunt Greta who is Guardian of the Sky. She also has a great-aunt Ula
in Sweden who is Guardian of the Sea. They believe moving her to the States will protect
her from the curse. Elsa is raised in Minneapolis with Uncle Peder, who is a builder
and teaches her woodwork, and Aunt Greta, who is an interior designer.
1990--In elementary school, Elsa is always a foot taller than the other kids. They called her Ellie
the Elephant. In middle school, she is called Elsie the Cow.
2010—Her Uncle Peder passes away. She starts working for the Home Renovation station on
television and the show, International Home Wreckers. She and the team travel around
the world renovating old houses. Her nickname on the show is Amazon Ellie. She is taller
than her co-workers Alastair Whitfield and Oskar Mannheim.
2011—(July) She and the International Home Wreckers take a job renovating a house for Shanna
Draganesti in New York State. She meets Howard Barr, who makes her birthmark burn,
activating the age-old curse.
Elsa is six foot two inches tall, blond with green eyes, around 165 pounds. Her nickname
for the TV show is Amazon Ellie. She can rip sinks off the wall.

9. Dr. Leah Chin(mortal heroine of The Vampire with the Dragon Tattoo,
Book 14)
1989--Born the daughter of Kai Ling and Kathleen Chin, both physic professors at MIT. Her
father is from China, her mother from Ireland. Her brothers Albert and Isaac (named after
Albert Einstein and Isaac Newton) both start college at age 13 and earn doctorates in
physics by age 19. They are older than Leah and both away in college while she is still
young. She is homeschooled and alone most of her childhood. Leah’s full name is
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Galileah, named after Galileo.
1998-- Age 9. Spends a magical summer in Ireland with her grandfather who played the pipes,
believed in fairies, and gave her unconditional love.
2003--Age 14. Starts college. Bullied by older students and called Dr. Freakazoid. They make
friends with her to get free tutoring.
2006--Age 17, starts med school, disappointing her parents who expect her to get a doctorate in
physics like them and her brothers.
2010--Age 21, finishes med school, considered the family embarrassment for not having a
doctorate before the age of 20.
2012—(May) Age 23, finishes PhD in genetics.
2012—Age 23. (Early October) Hired by Dr. Lee in Houston to do genetic research and be a
doctor to a select group of clients. Dr. Lee tries to break the news about vampires, but
ends up erasing her memory when it doesn’t go well.
2012—(October) Dr. Lee brings her to Romatech, so she can meet famous scientists Roman
Draganesti and Abigail Tucker Holstein, and so they can break the news to her about
vampires. She meets Dougal, a vampire, and fights her attraction to him. She agrees to
help the vampires try to save the super soldiers by using her knowledge of genetics to
return them to normal.
2012—(November) Travels to the clinic in Japan and works on rescuing the super soldiers. Falls
in love with Dougal. Kidnapped by the demon Darafer, and while under his control, she
attempts to kill Dougal, but kills the Grand Tiger.
Leah has long black hair and brown eyes. She wants to help people, but she’s uncomfortable
around them. She speaks English, Chinese, and a little Gaelic.

F. The CIA Stake-Out Team (Mortals)
1. Sean Dermot Whelan
Leader of the Stake-Out team and Shanna Whelan’s father. Worked overseas, presumably for
the State Dept, but was actually a spy for the CIA. Sean uses his strong psychic power to
dominate his wife, Darlene, and their three children—Shanna, Dylan, and Caitlyn.
1993--When Shanna resists his mind control, she is sent away at age 15.
2005-- Sean discovers a vampire in St.Petersburg when he catches the vampire attacking a
woman. The vampire’s attempt to erase Sean’s memory doesn’t work. When Sean kills a
vampire in Moscow, he is punished by Jedrek Janow who attacks his wife Darlene. Sean
transfers to US to head up a team to eliminate vampires. Everyone on the team must have
some psychic ability to avoid vampire mind control. Sean has reddish-blond hair and blue
eyes. Psychic power: 10.
2005—Starts the CIA Stake-Out team and is furious when his daughter marries vampire Roman.
2005—(Sept) Team member Austin leaves and starts working for Vamps at MacKay S&I.
2006—Team member Emma leaves, marries and becomes a Vamp and part owner of MacKay
S&I.
2010—His daughter, Caitlyn, turns down an offer to work for the Stake-Out team and joins
MacKay S&I. She marries Carlos and becomes a were-panther.
2011—(April-May)Flies into a rage when Shanna is transformed. Fights recklessly in the Battle
of Oklahoma City and has to be transformed. Agrees to help Vamps with damage control
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with the secret is revealed to the public.
2011—(May) While in a vampire coma, he loses mental control over his wife Darlene. She
realizes how he has controlled her and leaves him.
2. Alyssa Barnett
Computer specialist. No field experience prior to being assigned to the Stake-Out team. She has
a crush on Connor, but remains fearful of vampires. Psychic power: 5.
3. Garrett Manning
Tall, muscular, dark hair, brown eyes, worked undercover on the vampire
reality show as Garth Manly. Psychic power: 3.

4. Austin Olaf Erickson (mortal hero of Vamps and the City, Book 2)
1976—born in Minnesota, eldest with four younger sisters, named after Papa Olaf, his
grandfather who often took him fishing. Olaf had psychic ability and taught Austin how
to use it. Austin uses psychic power to protect his younger sisters.
1991—Age 15. Family moves to Wisconsin to separate Austin from his grandfather.
Austin’s father dislikes his son’s psychic power and suspects it is somehow evil.
1998—Age 22. Papa Olaf calls Austin to visit him before he dies. Austin decides to resume
practicing his psychic power and use it for good.
2002 – Age 26. Austin applies to CIA, and they train him to use his powers. He works overseas,
mostly in the Czech Republic and Baltic states.
2005—Age 29. He becomes a member of the Stake-Out team and learns of the existence of
vampires.
2005—(summer) Works undercover on a vampire reality show, using name Adam Cartwright,
meets Darcy Newhart.
2005—(September) Marries Darcy.
2006—He and Darcy are working undercover in Eastern Europe for MacKay Security
and Investigation. Helps locate the kidnapped Angus and Emma.
2008—He and Darcy transport Malcontent prisoner Sigismund from Maine to NYC. Austin
helps interrogate Sigismund.
2008—(August) Participates in the Battle of South Dakota to help free Robby from the
Malcontents.
2008 –(October) Darcy borrows eggs from a younger sister and becomes pregnant
2009—(June) Darcy and Austin have a son, Matthew Connor.
2010 – (April) Fights in Battle of San Francisco to rescue Carlos and Caitlyn.
2011—(April) Fights in Battle of Oklahoma City and final Battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) helps with the search for Corky and participates in the Were-wolf battle of
Montana.
2011—(July) He and Darcy buy the Draganesti’s house in White Plains.
2011—(October) She and Austin have a daughter, Madelyn Marie.
Light brown hair streaked with gold, sky-blue eyes, dimples, strong mind-reading abilities and
telekinetic power. Psychic power: 10.

5. Emma Ephiginia Wallace (heroine of Be Still My Vampire Heart, Book 3)
1978--Born in Houston, TX with an American mother and a Scottish father, Emma has dual
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citizenship. She has a brother three years older.
1985--Age 7. Family moves to Scotland.
1991--Age 13. Her brother dies in a motorcycle accident at the age of 16.
2000--Age 22. Her parents are murdered by vampires in Moscow. She witnesses the attack
psychically. Changes her major from history to law enforcement.
2001--Age 23. Graduates from University of St. Andrew in Scotland, then joins MI6 to combat
terrorism.
2002--Aunt Effie dies, leaving Emma a cottage in Linlithgow. Aunt Effie had the same psychic
power that Emma has.
2005--(summer) She transfers to the Stake-Out team (CIA) in NYC several months after the
team begins and secretly slays vampires without Sean Whelan’s knowledge.
2006--(March) Age 28. Meets Angus MacKay in Central Park on St. Patrick’s Day.
2006--(late March) kills Katya in the Ukraine, becomes engaged to Angus MacKay who has
transformed her, resigns from the CIA, and becomes godmother to Constantine.
2006--(June) Marries Angus in NYC, now vice president of MacKay Security and Investigation.
2007—With her husband, she searches for Casimir in Russia and Eastern Europe.
2007—(December) She and Angus decide to hire Carlos, the were-panther and agree to fund his
expeditions.
2008—(August) At Angus’s side at the Battle of South Dakota, helps rescue his
descendant Robby MacKay. Insists Robby take a vacation.
2009—(June) At Angus’s side during the Battle of Kansas of City against Casimir and Otis
Crump.
2010 – (March 24) Meets Shanna’s sister, Caitlyn, at Constantine’s 4th birthday party.
Emma hires her to work for MacKay S&I.
2010—(April) She lets Caitlyn go on the expedition to Thailand.
2011—(April) Watches over Marielle at the Battle of Oklahoma City and fights on the first team
at the final Battle at Mount Rushmore.
2011—(June) helps with the search for Corky and participates in the Were-wolf battle of
Montana.
2012—(October and November) Stays in London as head of MacKay S&I while Angus sets up
clinic in Japan and battles against Master Han.
Emma holds several black belts in various forms of martial arts. She’s a brunette with golden
brown eyes. Blood Type O. Psychic power: 7.

G. Employees of the Digital Vampire Network (DVN)
DVN goes on air in the year 2000.
1. Corky Courrant (Vamp) (look under Bad Guys)
2. Sylvester Bacchus (Vamp)
Nickname Sly, producer and CEO of DVN, looks about 50, bald with graying beard, sexist pig
3. Stone Cauffyn (Vamp)
newscaster of the Nightly News, drones on with boring voice, comes from Regency England
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4. Don Orlando de Corazon (Vamp and hero of “A Very Vampy Christmas, ”
novella from Sugarplums and Scandal, between Books 2 and 3)
1974—Born Pierce Alejandro O’Callahan. Raised on a ranch with younger siblings
Patrick and Rosalinda, his parents, and Uncle Bob and Aunt Betty.
1990—Age 16. Plays the trumpet in the high school band.
1999—Age 25. Rodeo star in Forth Worth, TX, seen by voodoo priestess, Désirée
Dérangé, who gives him a love potion to make him love her.
2000---After Désirée has their daughter, she gives him a potion that causes amnesia. That
same night, he’s transformed by Scarlett and Tootsie in New Orleans.
2001-- Discovered by Corky Courrant and brought to NYC to become an actor in the
soap opera, As a Vampire Turns. Corky gives him the name Don Orlando de
Corazon and advertises him as the greatest lover in the vampire world. Don
Orlando plays a trumpet player in a mariachi band and typically wears black
pants, black boots, and a black silk cape (no shirt). Corky makes him a star, but
treats him like a slave.
2004—He sleeps with Tiffany, and Corky starts destroying his reputation.
2005—(December) He admits to Maggie that he has amnesia. Travels to New Orleans
with Maggie and Ian to discover his true identity. Reunites with his family at
their ranch in Texas. Learns he has a daughter, Lucy.
2006—(Jan) Maggie and Don Orlando perform for the last time on As the Vampire Turns.
2006 – (March) Maggie and Pierce marry in Texas and live on his family ranch.
2008—(August) Maggie and Pierce help rescue Robby MacKay at the battle of South Dakota.
Lucy is enrolled in Shanna’s school.
Extra employees at DVN:
Tiffany (Vamp)—blond bombshell and aspiring actress, sleeps with Sly, has an affair with Don
Orlando, and is held hostage during the Battle at DVN. She later stars in the Blardonnay
commercials with Phineas.
Rick (Mortal)—film editor, fond of donuts
Bart and Bernie (Vamps)—cameramen for the reality show The Sexiest Man on Earth
Susie (Vamp)– receptionist, black hair with red streaks, nasal voice
Gordon (Vamp)—director of soap operas and commercials
Boom operator and makeup girl
Wilson—(Vamp) hairdresser and stylist

II. THE BAD GUYS
A. The True Ones (aka Malcontents), Russian and European
1. Casimir (arch-villain)
Leader of the Malcontents, evil vampire who transformed Roman in 1491 and murdered all the
monks at his monastery, believed to have been killed in Great Vampire War of 1710, now
amassing an evil vampire army in Eastern Europe.
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On one night in 2007, he has bombs set off in the chapel at Romatech, Jean-Luc’s chateau,
Angus’s castle, and Zoltan’s home in Budapest.
He enjoys visiting Apollo’s compound where he masquerades as Zeus and abuses Sarah.
In 2008, he makes a hit list to avenge those who killed his friend Jedrek Janow. He leads the
attack at the Battle of New Orleans, kidnaps Robby, and tortures him for two nights in a cave in
South Dakota. Escapes capture at the Battle of South Dakota and flees back to Russia.
2009—he returns to the U.S, and murders mortals in South Dakota and Nebraska, before
teleporting prisoners out of Leavenworth. He transforms prisoners, including Otis
Crump. He escapes capture at the Battle of Kansas City.
2011—returns to U.S. and teams up with Corky Courrant. Escapes capture at Battle of Oklahoma
City. At the Battle of Mount Rushmore, he murders Father Andrew, but is finally killed
by Connor.
His left arm is crooked, and he always wears a glove on his left hand.

2. Lui (villain in Book 4)
Lui (means “him” in French), his real name remains unknown for centuries, assassin sent to
kill Jean-Luc in 2007. Heather calls him Louie. For centuries, he has hounded Jean-Luc, killing
his former mistresses. Using vampire mind control, Lui assassinated King Henri III in 1589 with
human scapegoat Clément, then killed King Henri IV in 1610 using Ravaillac. His attempt to kill
Louis XV in 1757, using Damiens, was thwarted by Jean-Luc. His real name is Henri Lenoir.
Dies in battle, killed by Jean-Luc in 2007.

3. Jedrek Janow (villain in Book 5)
Half-Polish, half-Russian assassin and Casimir’s second in command. Brown
hair and blue eyes. After Katya and Galina are killed in 2006, he assumes control of the RussianAmerican coven. He’s killed by Toni Davis in December, 2007, at the battle at DVN.
4. Bruno—Casimir’s French operative
5. Brouchard—Katya’s evil friend in Paris

6. My Lord Apollo (Anton) (villain in Book 6)
A Czech vampire, tall and blond. Masquerades as a Greek god and uses mind control to convince
mortal women to worship him and his Malcontent friends at his Greek-styled compound in
Maine. He kidnaps redheaded college girls to become the maidens at his compound called the
Elysian Fields. Once a month he selects a new maiden to become a Chosen One. He feeds from
her until she dies, but tells the other maidens that she has ascended to become a goddess. Killed
by Jack in 2008.

7. Sigismund (villain in Book 7)
Polish, fought in the Great Vampire War of 1710, believed Casimir was killed and went
into hiding. In 1939, he attacks and transforms Marta and Vanda Barkowski in the Carpathian
Mountains. Keeps Marta as a mistress. In 2005, he learns Casimir is still alive and seeks to
befriend him. Visits Apollo’s compound, masquerading as the Greek god Hermes and selects
Sarah to be his Chosen One.
In 2008, he’s captured by the Vamps and transported by Austin and Darcy to Romatech for
questioning. He reveals Casimir’s hit list which is comprised of those who helped kill Casimir’s
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friend Jedrek Janow. The Vamps implant a homing device on Sigismund and allow him to
escape. He leads them to the Malcontent camp in South Dakota. During the battle, he attempts to
kill Vanda, but is killed by Marta.

B. Malcontents, Russian-American Coven in Brooklyn, NY
1. Ivan Petrovsky (villain in Book 1)
Former minion of Casimir who saved him at the end of the Great Vampire War of 1710.
1868—in Russia, Ivan is buried alive by angry peasants. An angel gravestone falls on his head
and breaks his neck.
Coven master of Russian-American vampires. He works as an assassin for the Russian mafia. In
2005, he’s murdered by Katya and Galina.
2. Alek—Ivan’s second in command, betrayed him for Katya. He is killed in 2006 in the battle in
the Ukraine.

3. Katya Miniskaya (villain in Book 3)
Was a former lover to Angus. She has long dark brown hair and pale skin.
In 2005, she seduces the U.S. Marshal who is assigned to Shanna Whelan and takes over the
coven as co-master after killing Ivan Petrovsky.
In 2006, she kidnaps Angus and Emma and holds them prisoner in the Ukraine. She is in trouble
with Casimir for killing Ivan, so she hopes to win his favor by handing over Angus and Emma.
She is killed by Emma Wallace in the Ukraine.

4. Galina Gorlovka (villain in Book 3)
A redhead, former prostitute from the Ukraine, now one of Ivan’s harem girls,
In 2005, she takes over coven as co-master after helping Katya kill Ivan.
In 2006, she is killed in battle in the Ukraine.
5. Vladimir (Vlad)—Ivan’s driver, killed by Emma Wallace.
6. Boris—killed by Katya for insubordination.
7. Uri—killed in the Ukraine.
8. Burien—killed in the Ukraine.
9. Miroslav— killed in the Ukraine.
10. Sashenka—attacked Toni Davis in Central Park, killed by Connor.
11. Stasio—killed by Phineas at the skirmish at Roman’s townhouse.
12. Yuri—attacked Toni Davis in Central Park. Invaded Roman’s townhouse with Jedrek and
Stasio and fights against Ian, Phineas, and Dougal. Participates in the attacks at the Horny Devils
nightclub and the Battle at DVN where he is killed by Giacomo (Jack).
13. Nadia—forced to be Jedrek’s lover, he manipulates her, twists her mind, and trains her to kill
blondes. She participates in the attack at the Horny Devils, and the Battle at DVN. She stabs
Toni Davis after Toni kills Jedrek. She later becomes the new Coven Master. In April 2011, she
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kidnaps Father Andrew and takes him to the Battle at Mount Rushmore. She’s killed by Connor.
14. Stanislav Serpukhov—fooled by Phineas into revealing Katya’s location in the Ukraine,
ordered by Jedrek to kill Phineas, attacks Ian and others at Horny Devils nightclub, participates
in the Battles at DVN, New Orleans, and South Dakota. Becomes a double agent, spying for
Mackay S&I, reporting to Phineas. His new allegiance to the Vamps is discovered during the
Battle of Mount Rushmore. He’s on the Malcontent hit list, but Phineas tries to save him by
claiming in an interview that Stan’s a loyal Malcontent, and he was the double-agent reporting to
Stan.
15. Dimitri—assisting Corky and Rhett, helps Rhett escape from Were-wolf battle of Montana.

C. Villains in America
1. Corky Courrant (ongoing villain until Book 12)
AKA Catherine Courrant, she worked for Henry VIII in a torture chamber in the Tower of
London. She was personally responsible for wrenching the confession of incest from Anne
Boleyn’s brother. She now works at the Digital Vampire Networks as the hostess for the
celebrity news magazine Live with the Undead. Corky has breast implants.
Corky’s crew—large cameraman, makeup artist, lightman, all wear black t-shirts with DVN in
white letters.
2001—discovers Don Orlando, makes him a star and has an affair with him
2004—sets out to destroy Don Orlando’s career
2005—finds Shanna crashing the Annual Gala Ball and reveals the vampire secret to her on air.
2007—(December) makes a nasty interview about Ian and is attacked by Vanda. She’s later held
hostage during the Battle of DVN.
2008—(July) her lawsuit against Vanda is dismissed. She’s also being sued by Simone for
claiming Simone used fake fangs in her Fangercise video.
2008—(August) Tries to ruin Jack and Lara’s engagement party on air.
2011—(April) Interviews Casimir, has an affair with him, and records Connor killing Casimir so
she can release the secret to the public for revenge.
2011—(May) Coven Master Roman Draganesti issues a warrant for her arrest. She continues to
do her show in secret.
2011—(June) She escapes capture by MacKay S&I and flees to Wyoming where she pairs up
with lover and Alpha were-wolf Rhett Bleddyn who kills her during the Were-wolf battle
of Montana.

2. All Wise Athena (Thina) (villain in Book 6)
Redheaded American accomplice who helps Apollo kidnap college girls. She feeds from the
mortal guards who are under her mind control. Killed by Lara and Phil in 2008.

3.Otis Crump (villain in Book 8)
Born in 1977 and raised in Missouri. Very ill at age one, then miraculously improves. His
mother raises him to believe he is superior to others. Rapes and murders 13 women, cuts skin off
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to keep as souvenirs. In Leavenworth, in solitary confinement since 2006, convicted for three
murders. In 2008, he is visited by Olivia Sotiris and he realizes she can tell when he’s lying. He
becomes fascinated with trying to manipulate her. She gets him to confess to the other 10
murders. He tortures her by sending her gifts of apples.
In 2009, he is teleported out of prison by Casimir and transformed into a vampire. When J.L.
Wang is attacked, he steals J.L.’s cell phone. During the Battle of Kansas City, he uses the phone
to locate Olivia, teleports to her and tries to kill her. She manages to kill him with help from
Robby MacKay.

4. Rhett Bleddyn (villain in Books 12 and 13)
Alpha were-wolf and Supreme Pack Master of Alaska. Wants to marry Brynley Jones and take
over all of her father’s land and packs in Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana. Transforms Kyle to
help him take over his brother Nate’s ranch. Kills Corky at the Were-wolf battle in Montana.
Escapes to Alaska with Dimitri.
In high school in Alaska, he was the quarterback of an all werewolf football team that
was very popular. Humiliated and sacked multiple times by were-bear Howard Barr during a
game. For revenge, Rhett bites Howard’s girlfriend, then kills her on prom night. Howard attacks
Rhett and his werewolf pals and believes he has killed Rhett. Rhett is forced by his father, the
Pack Master of Alaska, to go into hiding so that Howard can be banned from Alaska.
When Howard returns to Alaska for revenge, Rhett is the powerful Pack Master with over
500 werewolf minions. He kills Howard’s friend, Harry Yutu. He then comes to New York to
kidnap Elsa Bjornberg and her aunts. He is finally killed by Howard in July 2011.

D. The Chiang-Shih
1. Master Han (villain in Books 9, 11 and 14)
Powerful vampire who has killed thousands and attempts to trap hundreds in vampire comas
so they can be raised up as a vampire army. The trapped mortals are encased in clay like
Terra-Cotta Warriors and stored in caves called Temples of Death.
1965—Master Han rises to power in SE Asia and China, brings peace to the warring factions
of the three vampire lords, unifies vampires and their minions to his goal of increasing
their power and territory.
2005—after taking over a village in Tibet, Master Han is given the village’s most beautiful
virgin to feed from. She is filled with a poison that puts him to sleep. His followers
slaughter the villagers and burn the village down.
2010—Master Han is kept in The Temple in San Francisco where his followers seek ways to
revive him.
2011 (May)—He’s in China where he’s joined forces with demon Darafer to create a human
army with supernatural powers. He escapes from the battle at his compound in the
Yunnan province.
2012 (October and November) Still growing his army in China. Eludes capture.

2. Pat (Professor Supat Satapatpattana)
Mortal. Anthropology professor at the Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok. Bears the
‘slave’ tattoo on his wrist that means he serves Master Han. He is one of the Guardians who
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is seeking a powerful cat to resurrect Master Han.

3. Tanit (Book 9)
Mortal slave to Master Han. Serves as a guide for Carlos, but reports to Pat. He is killed in a
Temple of Death.

4. Sawat (Book 9 and 11)
Mortal slave to Master Han. Bodyguard and warrior. Injured by Caitlyn and swears revenge.
He is killed by Darafer in China, tossed into the Leaping Tiger Gorge of the Yangtze River.

5. Dr. Chou (Book 9)
Mortal doctor who has great knowledge of ancient folklore and herbal remedies. He believes
the only way to resurrect Master Han is to have a powerful, magical cat jump over him.

6. The Three Vampire Lords
Subordinate to Master Han. They wear long silk red robes, have long black braided hair, and
six-inch-long yellowed fingernails. Lords Ming, Qing, and Liao.
2010—They take Carlos, Caitlyn, and Rajiv to the temple in San Francisco. They escape
during the battle, taking Pat, Sawat, and Dr. Chou with them.
2011 (May) –They capture the A-team in the cave above the Leaping Tiger Gorge and
teleport them to Master Han’s compound in the Yunnan province. Lord Ming wants
Abigail, and when she evades him, he tries to kill her and wounds Gregori. He’s killed
by Russell in Book 11. Lords Qing and Liao escape.
2012—(November) Battle in China to rescue Leah. Lord Qing is killed by Rajiv in Book 14.

7. Wu Shen (Books 11 and 14)
One of the leaders of Master Han’s army. Promoted by Darafer after he kills Sawat. Tells
the good Vamps where to find Leah Chin after she rescues his niece at the Zombie village.

III. Angels & Demons
A. The Heavenly Host
Archangels—in charge of the Heavenly Host (all angels)
Angels-- Messengers, Guardians, Healers, God Warriors, Deliverers

1. Marielle Quatriduum (heroine of Vampire Mine, Book 10)
Long blond curly hair and sky-blue eyes
Created on the 4th day along with thousands of other angels
Day 4-6 Supervised a solar system with three planets
Day 6—Transferred to planet Earth and becomes a Healer. Becomes best friends with her
supervisor, Buniel.
1461—First mistake, she heals Roman Draganesti after he’s born, only supposed to heal his
mother. Reprimanded.
1978—Against orders, she heals one-year-old in Missouri (Otis Crump) who grows up to be
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a serial killer. As punishment, she is made into a Deliverer. Her touch no longer heals, it
now releases a person’s energy and soul, causing death (if the person is not already dead.)
2011—(April) Her third mistake, refusing to take children at the campground near Mount
Rushmore. Her wings are cut off and she’s ejected from the Heavenly Host. Found by
Connor. She helps the Vamps defeat Casimir and the Malcontents. Helps in the Battle of
Oklahoma City and final Battle at Mount Rushmore. Her abilities as a Deliverer
disappear. She marries Connor and regains her healing capabilities. Gabriel marries them
and gives her a prolonged life—as long as Connor.
2012—(January) Baby is born. Gabriel Munro.
2012—(October) Spends time with Dougal and Leah Chin in Scotland. Takes Leah shopping.
2. Gabriel
Archangel who marries Connor and Marielle. Book 10.
3. Buniel
Supervisor for Healers
Marielle’s friend and former supervisor. Book 10 and 14.
4. Zackriel
Supervisor for Deliverers
Marielle’s supervisor who took her wings. Book 10.
5. Josephine
Leah’s Guardian Angel. Book 14.
6. Briathos
Commander of the Epsilons, fifth unit of the God Warriors. Book 14.

B. Demons
Satan (Lucifer) and Demons—Fallen Angels

1. Darafer (Dare) Villain in Books 11 and 14)
Powerful demon who attracts and collects souls for hell. He has the power to stop time,
conjure up objects, and change his form (usually into a large black wolf-like creature
with dark eyes that glow red before it attacks). His preferred look is black leather pants,
black trench coat, long black hair, pale skin, green eyes. Anger will turn his eyes solid
black. He can only take those who are willing. In book 14, he is surrounded by God
Warriors and sent back to hell.

IV. Additional Characters (some good, some bad)
A. Miscellaneous Vamps
Those in bold are recurring characters.
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From How to Marry a Millionaire Vampire and Vamps and the City
Simone --Top model for Jean-Luc in Paris, vain and ill-tempered, long black hair, brown eyes,
very thin, stars in the exercise DVD for fangs
Signor Giovanni Bellini—famous Italian film director
Dr. Uberlingen -- plastic surgeon from Zurich
Fred—the artist who painted all the portraits of the reality show contestants
Vamp Contestants from The Sexiest Man on Earth reality show
The first four were eliminated the first night-Tadayoshi from Tokyo, Japan
Derek from Newark, New Jersey
Harsha from New Delhi, India
Ferdinand from Salzburg, Austria
Ahmed from Cairo, Egypt
Pierre from Brussels, Belgium
Antonio from Madrid, Spain
Reginald Berkley from Manchester, UK
Otto from Dusseldorf, Germany
Roberto from Buenos Aires, Argentina
New Orleans Coven from “A Very Vampy Christmas” and Forbidden Nights with a Vampire
Colbert GrandPied—Coven Master
Giselle—his mistress
Scarlett and Tootsie—male transvestites
From Be Still My Vampire Heart
Dr. Schweitzer from Switzerland—Shanna’s doctor
Dr. Lee from Houston—Shanna’s doctor
Richard Beckworth—Angus’s lawyer
From The Undead Next Door
Simone—fashion model, long black hair and brown eyes (see above)
Inga—fashion model, long blond hair and icy blue eyes
Dr. Lee from Houston
From All I Want for Christmas is a Vampire
Hugo--the bouncer at the Horny Devils
Speed dating girls: Tempest, Moonbeam (formerly Mary), Amy, and Cindy
From Forbidden Nights with a Vampire
Male dancers from the Horny Devils: Freddie the Fireman, Terrance the Turgid, and Peter the
Great, the Prince of Peckers
Ex-dancers: Jem Stones, Max the Mega Member (bad!)
Japanese tourists: Yoshi, Yuki, and Kyo
Marta Barkowski—Vanda’s sister
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From The Vampire and the Virgin
Marta Barkowski—Vanda’s sister
Simone and Inga—famous fashion models
Lady Pamela and Cora Lee—former harem girls
From Eat Prey Love
Marta Barkowski—Vanda’s sister
Rafferty McCall—West Coast Coven Master
From Vampire Mine
Marta Barkowski—Vanda’s sister
Rafferty McCall—West Coast Coven Master
From Sexiest Vampire Alive
Simone—famous fashion model, starring in commercial at DVN
Pennington Langley the Third—male model in commercial.
DVN employees—director Gordon, boom operator, makeup girl, Sly (Sylvester the manager).
Snake—the bouncer at the vampire nightclub Everlasting Night.
Prunella Culpepper and Constanza Maria Hortencia—young ladies from the vampire nightclub.
Lady Pamela—refers to Lady Pamela Smythe-Worthing.
Rafferty McCall—West Coast Coven Master
Colbert GrandPied—Coven Master from New Orleans
Bryan, Rick, and Steve—vampires from Australia
Yoshi and Yuki—Kyo’s friends and employees in Japan
From Wanted: Undead or Alive
Gordon—director at DVN
Susie—receptionist at DVN
Fan-girls for the Blardonnay Guy
Tiffany—co-star in the Blardonnay commercials
Nathan (Nate) Carson—rancher from Wyoming who is transformed by Zoltan
From The Vampire with the Dragon Tattoo
Dr. Lee from Houston, hires Leah Chin and brings her to Romatech
Wilson—hairstylist to the stars at DVN
Yoshi and Yuki—Kyo’s friends and employees in Japan, stationed at the clinic
Bryan, Rick, and Steve—vampires from Australia who always come for a good fight.

B. Miscellaneous Mortals and Shifters
Those in bold are recurring characters.
From How to Marry a Millionaire Vampire-Bob Mendoza—U.S. Marshal in Witness Protection Program, assigned to Shanna,
seduced by Katya, and killed by the Russian vampires.
Tommy—Pizza delivery guy from Carlo’s Deli, wears Scooby-Doo underwear and flirts
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with Shanna.
Karen—Shanna’s friend who was murdered by Russian mafia.
Stesha Bratsk— leader of Russian mob who finances the hit on Shanna.
Pavel— hit man for Russian mob.
Oringo—NY cabbie from Africa, name means ‘loves to hunt.’
Father Andrew—takes Roman’s confession, becomes Roman’s friend, performs marriage
ceremony for Shanna and Roman, Angus and Emma, and Ian and Toni. Performs Mass at the
chapel at Romatech on Saturday night (usually 11 pm) for the Vamps.
From Vamps and the City
Jack—Darcy’s cameraman from Local 4 News
Draco and Taylor—college students at the Fangs of Fortune Vampire Club
Elizabeth Stein-- owner of the Stars of Tomorrow Casting Agency, dark hair in bun, expensive
suit, red power lipstick
Michelle—secretary of the Stars of Tomorrow Casting Agency
Bobby Streisand—male transvestite, auditions for the reality show
Chuckie Baddabing – auditions for the reality show
Walter—the dancing chicken for Captain Jake’s Buffalo Wings, auditions for the reality show
Fabio Funicello—the mountain troll, auditions for the reality show
Mortal Contestants from The Sexiest Man on Earth reality show
Seth Howard from Boston
Nicholas Poulos from Chicago
George Martinez from Houston
Garth Manly (aka Garrett Manning from the CIA)
Adam Cartwright (aka Austin Erickson from the CIA)
From “A Very Vampy Christmas”
Désirée Dérangé—Lucy’s mother and the voodoo priestess who caused Pierce’s amnesia
Durand Dérangé— Désirée’s brother
Dorotea O’Callahan—Pierce’s mom
Patrick Reynaldo O’Callahan—Pierce’s younger brother
Rosalinda O’Callahan—Pierce’s younger sister and a were-jackrabbit
Uncle Bob –Pierce’s uncle and a were-coyote
Aunt Betty—Pierce’s aunt
Lucy—daughter of Pierce and Désirée, abandoned by her mother, adopted by Maggie. Lucy
attends the Dragon Nest Academy.
From Be Still My Vampire Heart
Lindsey and Tina from New York—airheads that live in Austin’s apartment building
Hubert and Rolfe from Paris—minions of bad vampires
Brian Robertson from London—Emma’s supervisor from MI6
Alberto Alberghini—Jean-Luc’s assistant
From The Undead Next Door
Bethany—Heather’s daughter from her first marriage. In 2007, she’s four years old. She later
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attends the Dragon Nest Academy where she is in the same class with Constantine and Coco.
Fidelia—Bethany’s babysitter and family friend, psychic
Cody Westfield—Heather’s ex-husband
Sasha Saladine—model and high school friend of Heather’s
Coach Gunter—high school football coach
Alberto Alberghini—Jean-Luc’s assistant
Tyler—high school quarterback
High school teachers: Liz Schumann, Miss Linda Gray, Ms. Lawson
Ms. Bolton--Curator of Chicken Ranch Museum
Cathy—dispatcher at sheriff’s office
Thelma—nosy neighbor
Miss Cindy—Bethany’s pre-school teacher
Billy—town sheriff and Heather’s boyfriend from high school, crush on Sasha, bitten by Phil, he
becomes a werewolf. Later joins MacKay S&I and becomes a day guard.
From All I Want for Christmas is a Vampire
Sabrina Vanderwerth—Toni’s roommate and best friend. Owns a cat named Vanderkitty.
Sabrina is wrongfully imprisoned at Shady Oaks Psychiatric Hospital by her uncle and aunt.
She’s rescued by Ian and Toni. She will inherit millions and plans to open an orphanage with
Toni’s help.
Dr. Joseph Proctor—Sabrina’s Uncle Joe, a psychiatrist who imprisons her to get her money.
Gwen Proctor—Sabrina’s aunt.
Maria—the Proctors’ maid, from Columbia
Jenkins—private investigator hired by Uncle Joe to find Sabrina
Justin—Sabrina’s ex-boyfriend
Professor Hudgins—business professor at NYU who taught Gregori.
Teddy Brockman—patient at Shady Oaks, escapes with Sabrina. A math teacher, Teddy will
become Headmaster at Shanna’s school. His hair is dark with a white-dyed streak.
Bradley—nurse at Shady Oaks, molests female patients
Receptionist (Doris), guard, and desk nurse at Shady Oaks
Those calling Ian, wanting to date him: Mitzi, Lola, Destiny, Britney, LaToya (Lafayette),
Michelle, Lauren, Travis Buckley.
Father Andrew—takes Roman’s confession, becomes Roman’s friend, performs marriage
ceremony for Shanna and Roman, Angus and Emma, and Ian and Toni. Performs Mass at the
chapel at Romatech on Saturday night (usually 11 pm) for the Vamps.
From Secret Life of a Vampire
LaToya Lafayette—police officer, Lara’s best friend and roommate, originally from Louisiana
NYPD officers: Harvey Crenshaw (Lara’s partner), Captain O’Brian (Lara’s supervisor),
precinct captain, detective, and chief of police.
FBI special agents.
Charlie and Kelsey Trent—domestic violence case
From Apollo’s Golden Chariot hair salon in Massachusetts: Apollo, the hair stylist, and Macy,
the receptionist
From Venice: Mario and Gianetta (and grandson Lorenzo)—caretakers of Jack’s palazzo
Father Giuseppe
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Students from Columbia University: Megan, Carmen, Ramya, Roxanne
Missing students and maidens at Apollo’s compound:
Vanessa Carleton (missing from Columbia University)
Kristy Robinson (missing from NYU)
Cook
Brittney Beckford (Chosen One Calliope who dies)
Chosen One Aquila (nearly dies)
Miss Forbidden (Sarah Anderson who retains her memory and takes a job at Shanna’s school)
Head guard Squeaky
Werewolves from Wolf Ridge, Maine:
Chief—Alpha wolf, pack master and the town’s chief of police, thick gray hair and amber eyes.
Chief’s two sons are also Alpha wolves.
From Forbidden Nights with a Vampire
Jozef Barkowski—Vanda’s little brother
Gertie—Jozef’s wife
Emily—Jozef’s granddaughter
Shifters:
Brynley Jones –Phil’s twin sister from Montana
Howell and Glynis—Phil’s younger brother and sister, twins
Diana—Princess, daughter of Utah pack master
Lost Boys: they must shift on the first night of a full moon. The following two nights, they can
choose whether or not to shift.
Davy—the oldest, age 17 in 2008, banished at age 15
Gavin—the youngest, age 13 in 2008, banished one month earlier
Griffin—redheaded boy
Father Andrew—Assists Phil with Vanda’s anger management, helps locate Jozef, and marries
Phil and Vanda.
From The Vampire and the Virgin
Eleni Sotiris—Olivia’s grandmother or YiaYia
Hector Sotiris—Olivia’s grandfather, deceased
Nicolas Sotiris—Olivia’s brother
Greeks from the island of Patmos: Alexia, Dimitrios, Giorgios, Spiro
Patrick O’Shea Barker—Olivia’s boss at the FBI office in Kansas City. Very tall (6’6”) and
lanky. He shifts to an Irish Wolfhound.
Yasmine Hernandez—office manager
Special Agents Harrison and Saunders
Criminal suspect Tyson Morehouse
Leavenworth guards: Bob, Chip, and Joe Kitchner
Dragon Nest Academy: Sarah Anderson and Teddy Brockman
Kindergarten class: Bethany, Constantine, and Coco
Mavis MacKay—Robby’s first wife, deceased
From Eat Prey Love
Dylan Whelan—Caitlyn’s brother
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Erico Panterra—Carlos’s twin brother, deceased
Fernando Castelo—co-guardian of the five were-panther orphans
Were-panther orphans:
Emiliano
Teresa and Tiago (twins, 12 years old in 2010)
Raquel Gatina (age 9 in 2010)
Coco (age 6 in 2010)
The Akha Tribe fromThailand: Ajay, the leader and Akkarat
Were-tiger Tribe from Thailand:
Raghu—the leader
Malai—Raghu’s wife
Rajiv—Raghu’s younger brother
Arnush—Akha tribe member who joined the were-tigers
Waiter in Chiang Mai
From Vampire Mine
Father Andrew RIP
Ice cream parlor employee
Woman in stalled car
Guard at Hudson Park
Hostages at Mount Rushmore
From Sexiest Vampire Alive
Father Andrew remembered
Heinrich Holstein—Gregori’s father
General Bond—chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Nick Caprese—CIA director
Josh and Charles—Secret Service agents
Frank Garcia—National Security Advisor
George Ralston—Secretary of Defense
Alan Schiller—Director of Homeland Security
Laurence Tucker—President of the United States, code name Sailor, has a Golden Retriever
named Grover. In the U.S. Navy, called Torpedo, graduated from Harvard Law School,
D.A., then state attorney general for four years, then four years in House of
Representatives, then Senator. Now in his second term as President.
Belinda May Tucker—First Lady, code name Serenity, suffering from lupus and kidney failure.
Lincoln Tucker—President’s son, senior at Harvard.
Madison Tucker—President’s youngest daughter, code name Sparkle, her toy poodle is named
Dolly, 20 years old and sophomore at an art school in Washington, DC. Plays hostess for
her father’s state dinners.
Debra—Belinda’s nurse
Darlene Whelan—Sean’s wife, mother to Shanna, Caitlyn, and Dylan
Mei Li, Ping, and Genji—enslaved women at Master Han’s compound
From Wanted: Undead or Alive
Aunt Ruth and Felicia—Phineas’ aunt and sister
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Blockhead and Rat Face—Corky’s minions
Digger—a were-bear and mountain man, has a dog named Jake
Receptionist at clinic
Werewolf in clinic
Nathan Carson—(Nate) rancher from Wyoming who is transformed into a Vamp
Kyle Carson—Nate’s younger brother who is transformed into a werewolf by Rhett
John Brighton—Nate’s physical therapist and guard
Maid—at Nate’s ranch house
Trudy—werewolf mom of Cody (Lost Boy at Dragon Nest Academy)
Thomas—Trudy’s husband
Sherry—another werewolf mom and friend
Glynis Jones—Brynley’s younger sister
Howell Jones—Glynis’s twin brother
Caddoc Jones—Brynley’s father and Supreme Pack Master of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming
Seth-- Brynley’s first boyfriend who was paid by her father
From Wild About You
Alastair Whitfield (Big Al) works for Home and Garden Renovation Station and the show
International Home Wreckers, Elsa’s colleague
The B Boys—Bennie, Bradley, Bartello and Buff(Mario), construction workers for the show
International Home Wreckers
Oskar Mannheim (The Hammer) Elsa’s colleague on International Home Wreckers
Madge—the camerawoman for International Home Wreckers
Aunt Greta—Elsa’s aunt who raised her in Minneapolis, Guardian of the Sky
Uncle Peder—Elsa’s uncle who raised her
Tom—Uncle Peder’s cousin and hunting buddy
Aunt Ula—Elsa’s great-aunt from an island in Sweden, Guardian of the Sea
Birgit Bjornberg—Elsa’s deceased grandmother, the former Guardian of the Forest
Elsa’s mother—died when Elsa was three
Carly Evans—Howard’s high school sweetheart, murdered on prom night
Harry Yutu—Howard’s high school buddy and now a reporter, were-polar bear
Howard’s mother
Howard’s father and Harry’s father—owned a lumber mill together, both murdered
Walter Barr—Howard’s grandfather
Jimmy and Jesse Barr—Howard’s twin cousins from Alaska, 17 years old
James and Judy Barr—Jimmy and Jesse’s parents, James is Howard’s uncle
Mr. West—editor-in-chief of Northern Lights Sound Bites, Harry’s boss
Mr. Pelton—Reporter from Alaska, werewolf and minion of Rhett
Rocky—werewolf police officer from Alaska, minion of Rhett
Two werewolf drivers and minions of Rhett
Father Andrew-- remembered
Darlene Whelan—Shanna Draganesti’s mother
From The Vampire with the Dragon Tattoo
Gwyneth and Benjamin McKinney—Phineas’ and Brynley’s children
Tara Jean MacPhie—Ian’s and Toni’s daughter
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Bethany Echarpe—Jean Luc’s and Heather’s oldest daughter
Jean-Pierre (John) and Jillian Echarpe—twins of Heather of Jean-Luc
Constantine Draganesti—Shanna’s and Roman’s son
Gabriel Buchanan—Connor’s and Marielle’s son, living in Scotland
President Tucker—Abigail’s father
Dr. Kai Ling Chin--Leah’s father, physics professor at MIT
Leah’s mother—from Ireland, also a physics professor
Albert and Isaac- Leah’s brothers who both earned PhDs in physics before they were 20.
Leah’s grandfather—deceased, lived in Ireland, played the pipes, took care of her one summer
when she was nine.
Ga Li Lei—Dougal’s first love who rescued him from slavery
Guang--Super Soldier held prisoner in Silver Room, later rescued by Darafer.
Yu Jie--Rescued Zombie girl, Wu Shen’s niece
Zombie villagers
The Grand Tiger—head of Tiger Town in the Yunnan Province of China, Rajiv’s grandfather,
462 years old.
Jia—Rajiv’s cousin, were-tigress, her parents were killed by Master Han
Raghu—Rajiv’s older brother, leader of the were-tigers in Thailand
Gu Mina—Korean working for Kyo, nine-tailed fox shifter, she falls for Laszlo

